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Summary
While urbanization can bring benefits for economic, cultural and societal development, cities
in low and middle-income countries are struggling to keep up with necessary infrastructure
investment. In particular, in urban slums, the water, sanitation, and hygiene infrastructure is
stressed beyond current capacity. Since inadequate sanitation is threatening to the general
population, and in particular to early-life health, when coupled with high population density
(Hathi et al. 2017), efforts to improve sanitary conditions in slums are of direct policy
relevance. In the setting of urban slums, it is generally accepted that public and community
toilets (CTs) will, for the foreseeable future, continue to be an important solution to improve
sanitary conditions, given numerous constraints to increasing access to safely-managed
private toilets. However, even where CTs are available, open defecation remains common
behaviour among slum-dwellers (Indian Ministry of Home Affairs 2011).
This study implements a randomized-controlled trial (RCT) in the context of Indian slums
in the cities of Lucknow and Kanpur (Uttar Pradesh, India). Slums in these districts are
similar to other slums in India along a number of margins, including the demographic,
literacy and caste composition. We select a total of 110 catchment areas of CTs in both
cities and randomly allocated them to one of three experimental arms: Treatment 1
group, Treatment 2 group, and a control group. In the Treatment 1 (Supply-side
intervention) group, we promote cleanliness and maintenance of CTs by introducing a
grant scheme that offers standardized (i.e. same monetary value) packages to improve
the quality of the CT, and by afterwards providing financial rewards aimed at
incentivizing caretakers to keep the CT clean. In the Treatment 2 (Supply-side plus
Information intervention) group, in addition to the intervention provided for Treatment 1, a
household-level information campaign is provided. In the control group, participants do
not receive supply-side nor information interventions. This design, combined with several
rounds of data collection over a period of 18 months, both at the household and the CT
level, allows us to address our three research objectives, which are (1) to document slum
dwellers’ willingness to pay (WTP) for CTs and its link with CT usage; (2) to identify the
impact of releasing supply-side or both supply-side and informational constraints on
WTP and usage; and (3) to determine the time horizon of such impacts (short-term,
longer-term, or both).
The baseline report provided already an overview with respect to the first objective. Two
key findings are worth reiterating. For one, we found that slum dwellers’ WTP (using
incentivized elicitation methods) was substantially below the market rate for CT usage,
both for male and female dwellers. Second, we found that WTP for a hypothetical highquality CT is substantially higher than for current standard CTs. acknowledging the
drawbacks of un-incentivized elicitation (as it is the case of the hypothetical WTP), these
results suggests potential for our treatments to increase WTP for CT usage. We discuss
our findings with respect to impacts in this report, addressing objectives 2 and 3.
We conduct additional analysis with respect to measured WTP. A few findings stand out
in particular with respect to gender differences: Men’s and women’s WTP for using CTs
are determined differently. We find that men are willing to pay less for a hypothetical
high-quality CT when local CTs are currently of bad quality, but this does not seem to
affect women. When eliciting the WTP for using the current CT, we find that men have a
higher WTP for CTs if a higher proportion of people in a 100m radius believe that
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practicing OD is shameful. Yet, this social norm is not important for women, who instead
attach a much higher importance to whether or not they have a toilet at home. We further
find that both men and women are less willing to contribute to the CT’s cleaning when it
is already cleaned adequately. We also find evidence of screening effects: the share of
households using CTs per catchment area is a function of the mean WTP of study
households. The relationship is sharper when looking at the WTP of men than women,
suggesting that men’s WTP is a stronger determinant of household CT usage. Other
strong determinants of CT usage - in line with existing literature - is distance from the
household to the local CT and people’s attitudes towards CTs. Moreover, expectations of
health benefits from using CTs instead of practicing OD are negatively associated with
OD practice. Notably, we observe that CTs which were adequately cleaned are paid for
more often. When looking at the predictors of CT quality, we find that how adequately a
CT is cleaned is a key predictor of the number of bacteria and observed cleanliness.
Randomization and interventions were implemented in line with the research protocol.
Treatment groups are balanced on a vast array of characteristics, supporting the ex-ante
comparability of CTs allocated to different groups. In addition, intervention uptake was
very high. In terms of the supply intervention, 95% of CTs chose a grant scheme (of
these, 41% repairs, 41% deep cleaning, and remaining 12% training and provision of
cleaning agents and tools) and about 95% participated in the financial reward scheme
(97% received the announcement and were available for the first payment, and 94% for
the second and third payment). Similarly, the uptake of the information campaign was
high: door-to-door information sessions and provision of leaflets was conducted in almost
all households targeted across the three rounds, and households listened to an average
of 7 voice messages (sent to mobiles) about health risks from open defecation. Further,
all CTs allocated to the information treatment arm had informative posters on their walls,
which users were hence exposed to. We demonstrate in this report that exposure to the
information campaign resulted in significant effects on households reporting that they
listened to voice messages about water, sanitation and hygiene (WASH) through
communication technologies; that they saw posters in the community toilet; that they
were visited by an agent talking about WASH; and, that they heard of, and for some
attended, events organized in the community about WASH.
Despite the significant exposure, the treatments do not translate into an increase in the
willingness to pay (WTP) for community toilet use during the whole duration of the study.
If any, while the supply-side treatment leads to small (insignificant) increases in WTP, we
do observe short-run negative effects on WTP driven by supplementing the supply-side
intervention with the information campaign. The information campaign could have
affected the extent to which households internalize the negative externalities from
inadequate sanitation behaviour. At the same time, we find that the treatments increase
the share of users that pay the fee to use the CT. This effect is driven by both male and
female users, though the effect for males is more precisely estimated. We bring forward
two possible explanations for this finding: On the one hand, the financial reward
component of the supply intervention, which promised cash to the caretaker conditional
on keeping the CT clean and having soap available, may have incentivized caretakers to
collect resources (i.e. make (more) users pay) to achieve these goals. On the other
hand, the information campaign may have reinforced the need to pay fees for
households that were already regular users of the CT.
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Looking at secondary outcomes, we find a short- and medium-run effect of the supply
side treatment on hand-washing with soap– a potential result of the grant and incentive
scheme. Impacts on other secondary outcomes, as well as remaining primary ones (in
particular self-reported CT usage) are negligible.
Even though we observe small changes in individual behaviour, we document that the
treatments increase the salience of CT cleanliness when reporting issues to
policymakers. When given the opportunity to fill-in “voice-to-the-people” style of cards, in
which they are given the possibility to report the most important concerns from a set of
different topics to local public officers, more treated households report the dirtiness of the
CT as their primary concern. This result highlights the role of policymakers in
guaranteeing cleanliness of CTs by solving the potential coordination problem in slums.
Looking at CT-level outcomes, we find nil effects of the treatments on caretakers’
behaviour, such as the percentage of time they report allocating to clean or supervising
the cleaner and collecting fees; whether the caretaker reports the CT is cleaned at least
twice per day; and, whether the caretaker reports adequate cleaning of the CT.
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1. Introduction
While urbanization can bring benefits for economic, cultural and societal development, a
rapid pace of urbanization can create enormous challenges. Cities in low and middleincome countries in particular are struggling to keep up with necessary infrastructure
investment. Urban slums are a result of the unprecedented rate of urbanization that is
leading 40 per cent of the world’s urban population expansion to happen in areas with
depressed private and public investment (Marx, Stoker, and Suri 2013). The water,
sanitation, and hygiene infrastructure in particular is stressed beyond current capacity.
Given that recent evidence suggests that inadequate sanitation is particularly threatening
to early-life health when coupled with high population density (Hathi et al. 2017), efforts
to improve sanitary conditions in slums are therefore of direct policy relevance.
It is generally accepted that public and community toilets (CTs) will, for the foreseeable
future, continue to be an important solution to improve sanitary conditions in slums, given
numerous constraints to increasing access to safely-managed private toilets.1 The Joint
Monitoring Program WHO-UNICEF has recently classified CTs in a higher step of the
sanitation ladder than private on-site unimproved sanitation solutions (JMP WHOUNICEF 2017). However, even where CTs are available, open defecation remains
common behaviour among slum-dwellers. In India, CTs have been widely introduced in
slums, but they are only used by 15% of slum-dwellers. Open defecation remains a
common behaviour, practiced by more than half of Indian slum-dwellers without in-house
sanitation facilities (Indian Ministry of Home Affairs 2011).
A likely explanation is that CTs are pay-to-use, which might exclude those with low ability
to pay, including the poorest of the poor. Advocates of the “public health” approach
argue that charging people for basic healthcare is unfair and only reaches the most
affluent population (McNeil Jr. 2005; Benn 2006). Studies have shown that charging a
small price for other preventative healthcare technologies such as insecticide-treated
bed-nets dramatically decreases adoption (Cohen & Dupas, 2010). This is particularly
concerning in cases such as toilet use, where negative externalities from non-adoption
are severe.
However, charging a price for usage can affect usage through different channels, both
positively and negatively. On the one hand, price is a potential carrier of information
insofar as it is taken to signal quality or efficacy. For a newly-introduced product on the
market, higher prices might signal higher quality and hence, higher prices could increase
(or change) use through a higher perception of quality (Ashraf, Berry, and Shapiro 2010).
In line with this, Dupas et al. (2016) found that, relative to free distribution of water
disinfectant, a small non-monetary charge increases adoption. In addition, advocates of
the “social marketing” approach argue that free goods are not valued and that pricing is a
also a powerful tool to promote social beneficial causes and behaviour (Hastings 2007).

A community toilet is typically located in or near a specific community area and used by a
defined group of users or residents of that community area. Public toilets on the other hand are
normally provided for the general public in places such as markets, train stations or other public
areas, hence used by mostly undefined users. Shared toilets considered in this setting often
combine these two aspects.
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On the other hand, a potential effect of fees is to skew the composition of users towards
individuals with a greater willingness to pay (WTP) for using the CTs (Roy 1951; Oster
1995). This is known as the “screening effect”. Empirical evidence on water and
sanitation provides mix results. Two field experiments, one promoting latrine construction
in rural Cambodia (BenYishay et al. 2016) and another promoting water filters in North
Ghana (Berry, Fischer, and Guiteras 2012), found that adoption is not a function of WTP.
Ashraf, Berry, and Shapiro (2010), however, found that adoption of water disinfectant
increases with household’s WTP. Yet, screening may not be desirable in the case of a
public good such as CTs, unless congestion is severe.2
To our knowledge, there is no study identifying the WTP for CTs and analysing its effect
on usage (Evans et al. 2014). Overall, empirical evidence has shown that low usage
rates have been accompanied by strikingly low willingness to pay (WTP) for in-house onsite sanitation solutions in areas where open defecation is prevalent (Van Minh et al.
2013; BenYishay et al. 2016) and for clean water in areas where water sources are
faecally contaminated (Kremer et al. 2009; Ahuja, Kremer, and Peterson Zwane 2010;
Jalan and Somanathan 2008; Null et al. 2012). In order to fully understand CTs’ use, it is
important to investigate the drivers behind both low WTP and usage.
In this study, we focus on supply-side failures including poor quality of CTs, as well as
potential lack of information on the health benefits compared to open defecation.
Evidence suggests that poor sanitation infrastructure and quality of the facilities may
alter valuation and propensity to use. A study in slums in Bhopal, India, found that 64%
of CT users report dirt and smell as the most disliked infrastructure feature. This study
further found a positive correlation between facility cleanliness and upkeep and facility
usage (Biran et al. 2011). Similarly, a study in slums in Kumasi, Ghana, found that
cleanliness is a key determinant for the use of CTs (Mazeau et al. 2014). In line with
these observations, a systematic review of 24 studies that examined the association
between structural and design characteristics of sanitation facilities and facility use
reported that better maintenance, cleanliness, newer latrines and better hygiene access
were all frequently associated with higher use, whereas poorer sanitation conditions
were all associated with lower usage (Garn et al. 2016). For instance, a number of
studies on the use of sanitation facilities in schools found that dirtiness, bad smell, the
presence of faeces, absence of door and lack of lock significantly reduce usage (Garn et
al. 2014; Caruso et al. 2014; Ness 2015).
It is widely accepted that information provision, for example on the health risks of faecal
contamination, may improve perception and behaviour regarding sanitation, water and
hygiene. Several studies found a positive impact of the provision of information on
sanitation, water and hygiene outcomes. Particularly relevant for this paper is Gertler et
al.’s (2015) randomized experiment, which found a positive impact of health promotion
campaigns aimed to eliminate open defecation –popularly known as Community-Led Total
Sanitation Campaigns (CLTS)— on the use of shared sanitation facilities in rural Indonesia
and Tanzania. Likewise, there is evidence that CLTS increases WTP, construction and
In an alternative mechanism, low WTP and low use can be both reflecting the underlying
preferences associated with the use of CTs. In our setting, if a CT is present, it is assumed (and
supported by the data) that individuals gain utility from its use. For this reason, we select for the
study only households in high proximity to a CT.
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adoption of private latrines and hygienic behaviours (Pickering et al. 2015; Van Minh et al.
2013; Jalan and Somanathan 2008; Luoto, Levine, and Albert 2011; Spears 2014;
Cameron, Shah, and Olivia 2013), even sustainable over time (Cairncross et al. 2005;
Wilson and Chandler 1993). Notably, Guiteras, Levinsohn, and Mobarak (2015) found
evidence that when poverty and supply failures are binding constraints, information has an
impact when coupled with subsidies and supply-side interventions.
The report is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the intervention in detail, while
section 3 discusses the evaluation methods and design. Section 4 presents the main
findings of the study, while section 5 discusses the cost of interventions. Section 6
presents a discussion of the findings and the lessons learned from the study, while
section 7 concludes and provides policy recommendations.

2. Intervention
2.1 Description
The interventions have been implemented in the cities of Lucknow and Kanpur, in the
state of Uttar Pradesh, in northern India. Lucknow is the capital city of state, the
eleventh-most populous city and the twelfth-most populous urban agglomeration of India,
with a total population of 2,817,105 inhabitants (Census of India, 2011). Similarly,
Kanpur is the 12th most populous city in India, with a total population of 2,767,348
inhabitants (Census of India, 2011).
These two cities are comparable to other growing cities in India and Southeast Asia. In
terms of share of population living in slums, Lucknow reaches 13% of its population,
while in Kanpur 15% of the population lives in slums (Census of India, 2011). This is
relatively lower to other larger cities in India, such as Mumbai (41%), Kolkata (30%) and
Chennai (29%), and to other major cities in Asia, such as Dhaka (40%), Colombo (4050%) or Hyderabad in Pakistan (33%).
India shares many key characteristics with other countries that faces similar challenges
of urbanization and low sanitation access. In 2014 for example, GDP per capita in India
(1595 USD) is close to that of Sub-Saharan Africa (1773 USD) and Southeast Asia
(1515 USD). More specifically, Uttar Pradesh has a comparable poverty rate to the rest
of India (28% versus 22%). In terms of population growth there are similarities: in 2014,
population grew by 1.2% in India, compared to 1.4% in Southeast Asia, and 2.7% in
Sub-Saharan Africa. Life expectancy presents also many similarities among the selected
areas and broader regions. Life expectancy in India (66.5 years) is in line with Southeast
Asia (66.9), while Ghana (61.1) and Kenya (61.7) are slightly better off than the average
in Sub-Saharan Africa (56.8).
We summarize in the next section the main components of the intervention.3

During the interventions implemented by the research team, activities of the Swachh Bharat
Mission (SBM) were simultaneously implemented. This is a nation-wide campaign in India with
the objective to eliminate open defecation through the construction of household-owned and
community-owned toilets and establishing an accountable mechanism of monitoring toilet use.
The research interventions are randomized, while SBM activities were not randomized, which
guarantee homogeneous coverage of these activities by treatment arm. We are not aware of any
other WASH interventions ongoing at the time of the intervention.
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2.1.1 Supply-side intervention
The aim of the supply-side intervention is to improve the quality of community toilets by
releasing resource constraints and incentivising the performance of the CT management.
In order to understand how the supply-side intervention was implemented, it is important
to explain how the CT management works. There are two main types of management
modalities. In one management modality, the CT is managed by the municipality, who
hires private contractors to operate a set of community toilets. Caretakers are hired by
these private contractors to collect the fees and clean the CT in exchange of a fixed
salary and accommodation (they live inside the CT compound). In the other
management modality, the municipality concedes the operation and maintenance of a
set of CTs to a social service organization through a public-private partnership lasting
multiple decades. These social service organizations have a city manager and several
mid-line managers that supervise the performance of CTs in a specific fraction of the
city. CTs are operated by caretakers, who are in charge of collecting the fee from users
and supervise the cleanliness of the community toilet. The management hires cleaners
and provides the necessary tools and products to clean each CT. Notably, the greater
the revenue generated by a CT, the greater the resources allocated to it. Caretakers
have a monthly fee goal and keep the remaining collected amount as part of their salary.
On average, caretakers in both modalities earn Rs. 6,000 per month.
We implemented the supply-side intervention at the caretaker level because of three
main reasons. First, caretakers are able to improve the cleanliness of CTs by exerting
more effort when cleaning or supervising the cleaner. Second, caretakers can stop users
if they refuse to pay for the fee to use the CT. Third, caretakers work only in one CT,
contrary to mid-level managers that supervise more than one CT in the study. For
sample size and contamination concerns, we do not treat mid-line managers, though we
engage the management at the highest level in order to make the implementations of the
supply-side intervention feasible. To prevent control caretakers from learning about the
intervention, we provide a list to the city managers of all CTs in the study without
revealing which CT is allocated to which treatment arm. City managers are informed
about the intervention, but are encouraged to not discuss with contractors, mid-line
managers and caretakers the different interventions in order to prevent complaints.
We executed different components of the supply-side intervention in a phased-in design
in order to disentangle differential effects. We started by implementing a Grant Scheme,
followed by the announcement and payment of a Financial Reward Scheme.
CT Grant Scheme
The supply-side intervention started with the Grant Scheme aimed at improving the
quality of the CTs. We hypothesize that resource constraints prevent caretakers from
improving cleanliness and maintenance of CTs, and hence, an initial push could allow
them to take the CT quality to a higher level. The idea is to break a vicious cycle in which
low quality of CTs generates low WTP and usage and this in turn generates low revenue
and resources to operate and maintain the CT.
We conducted two visits right after the baseline survey. In the first visit, the CT
caretaker(s) had the opportunity to choose a type of aid according to their needs and
expectations of increasing user traffic (hence more resources for the CT). The grant
scheme offered three standardized (i.e. same monetary value) packages from which the
4

caretaker could select one: (i) deep cleaning (i.e. septic tank sewage removal,
unclogging latrines and sewerage pipes and cleaning walls, floors and inside toilets), (ii)
sanitation/water connection repairs and/or infrastructure refurbishment or (iii) cleaning
tools and agents and cleaning training. For CTs that selected repairs or deep cleaning,
pictures of the CT area to be improved were taken before the work was done. Also, in
this visit, a date for the works to be conducted was set. Based on this information, our
partner FINISH arranged the work with an external contractor. To keep consistency in
the works, we used the same contractor in all CTs.
During the second visit, the contractor developed the work under the supervision of
FINISH. Pictures of the improved areas were taken after the work is done. Figure 1
shows an example before and after a deep cleaning of a CT in Lucknow. For CTs that
selected training and cleaning tools, the second visit consisted of two sessions: theory
and practice. In the theory session, FINISH explained why the CT should be frequently
cleaned, which frequency, at which hours, using which tools and products and how the
cleaning should be done. For this, FINISH used flipcharts with cartoons and relevant
messages. In the practical session, the caretakers and cleaners had to accomplish
cleaning tasks under the supervision of a trainer that provided feedback. In addition,
FINISH endowed the CTs with several tools and cleaning products, including: 4 handgloves, 5 floor cleaners, 4 toilet disinfectants, 5 liquid soap, 4 toilet cleaning brush, 2
wipes, 4 nose masks, 2 brooms, 2 buckets and mug set, 3 surf-ghadi, 2 hand-washing
dispensers, 2 dustpans and 2 dustbins.
Figure 1: Example of before and after a deep cleaning of a CT in Lucknow

Source: Picture taken by the team as part of the tracking application.

CT Financial Reward Scheme
We introduced a Financial Reward Scheme in order to promote a sustained maintenance
and cleanliness of CTs. Two months after baseline and after the completion of the Grant
Scheme works, we announced the Financial Reward Scheme aimed at incentivizing
caretakers to maintain the CT clean. Caretakers could receive a financial reward
conditional on achieving the following:
- availability of soap in hand-washing facilities for both genders;
- cubicles free of visible faeces (inside and outside the latrines);
- bacteria count in defecation cubicles kept to a minimum standard (computed as
below the median of the demeaned baseline distribution by city).

5

Achieving (i) and (ii) paid Rs. 500 and achieving (iii) paid Rs. 1000, so the maximum
amount a caretaker could receive was Rs. 2000, representing a third of a monthly salary.
We provided a greater pay-off for reducing bacteria because this is a harder task to
comply. Caretakers were informed that an external agent was going to return to measure
each condition on a random day and time within the following two months. We informed
caretakers that we would pay the financial reward depending on what the external agent
measured. In CTs with more than one caretaker, the financial reward was split among
them.
At this point, we also informed CT caretakers of their baseline cleanliness performance
to help them estimate the additional effort they had to exert in order to achieve the
conditions. The literature highlights the fact that individuals may go through a variety of
seemingly irrational behaviours when informed about their past performance in order to
cope with failure –from handicapping their own future performance to practicing selfdeception through selective memory or awareness (Benabou and Tirole 2002). Yet, this
is more prevalent when external rewards are based on rankings (Ashraf, Bandiera, and
Lee 2014). Furthermore, if financial rewards are based on improvements from past
performance, individuals may behave strategically (Muralidharan and Sundararaman
2011), performing badly in initial rounds in order to achieve greater pay-offs in the future.
Therefore, our financial reward scheme is linked to individual performance, not relative to
others’ performance, and works for each round independently.
After two months and every two months from then on, we measured each of the
conditions and paid accordingly. In each round, we announced that a new round will take
place and we reminded the caretaker(s) of the conditions of the Financial Reward
Scheme. In total, we paid four rounds of financial rewards.
The incentive scheme may create some multi-tasking problems4 (Neal 2011) and may
crowd out intrinsic motivation (Besley and Ghatak 2005; Benabou and Tirole 2003). To
measure the extent of a multi-tasking problem, we collect detailed data on time allocation
and cleaning practices. In addition, we measure CT cleanliness relying on observations
as well as a precise measure of bacteria counts in randomly selected areas of the toilet
compound and cubicles. To measure the extent of a crowding-out in intrinsic motivation,
we measured pro-social preferences through several rounds of a dictator game in which
caretakers can donate to a sanitation project.
2.1.2 Information campaign
For selected CTs, the supply side intervention is complemented by an information
campaign. We hypothesize that information and supply-side nudges can interact in a
positive way to increase the WTP and use of CTs and the demand for CT cleanliness.
The primary aim of our information campaign is to create awareness of health risks of
open defecation to their family (private) and the neighbours of their community (public).
We provided information on the pathways (i.e. 4 Fs –fingers, flies, fluids and fields)
Assuming that agents engage in two types of tasks, one that follows best practices and another
aimed to increase the imperfect performance observed by the principal, the introduction of
incentives may create distortions in the allocation of effort. Caretakers may, for example, clean
the same number of hours, but throw water everywhere to make the CT look clean, instead of
using disinfectant.
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through which open defecation can cause infectious diseases, stunting and even death
in family members and neighbours. Furthermore, we provided information on the
relevance of ensuring females’ safety and the importance of male household members to
accompany females when using CTs, particularly at night.5 Moreover, we provided
information on the benefits of using CTs and the importance of guaranteeing that
everybody pays the CT fee to achieve a sustainable operation and maintenance. In
addition, we emphasized the rights of users when paying fees and encourage users to
demand the CT management clean and well-maintained toilets.
We targeted all household members, especially household heads and spouse. We paid
particular attention in providing information that can be processed by participants with
low levels of literacy. We provided information through four means:
(i) Door-to-door information campaign using a flipchart with cartoons and messages
targeted to all household members, especially household heads and spouse.
This information session covered the following sections: how open defecation
affects your community; how open defecation affects your family; benefits of
using community toilets; what can you and your family do to make the CT better;
your rights when you pay the fee for using the CT. Figure 2 captured the moment
in which one of our enumerators provided the door-to-door information campaign
to a family in Lucknow;
(ii) Circulation of leaflets with a summary of the flipchart;
(iii) 5 posters (3 medium size and 2 large) placed in each CT using catchy phrases
and Bollywood memorable scenes, highlighting messages provided during the
door-to-door campaign;
(iv) Monthly reminders in the form of voice messages sent to mobile phones.
Figure 2: Example of Information campaign provided to a family in Lucknow

Source: picture taken by the team as part of the supervision of pilot activities.

Qualitative evidence conducted by the research team before the baseline highlighted the
constraints faced by household members in relation to sanitation practices. There were very
gender specific. In-house/dwelling (makeshift) toilets are used by female members, thereby
reducing their need to leave the house when it is dark. Clearly, women might still decide to move
for other reasons.
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Figure 3 shows the timeline of our intervention. In the upper side, we present the timeline of the supply-side intervention.
Figure 3:Timeline of intervention and survey rounds
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The CT Grant Scheme took place during the first two months of the study – between
June and August 2018. Two months after, we announced the Financial Reward Scheme.
From month 6 and every two months until the end of the study, we paid the financial
reward to those CTs that achieve the conditionality. The last payment of the financial
reward (payment 4) was done after the end-line survey, at the end of the study – August
and September 2019. The lower side of the figure shows the timeline of the information
campaign. In months 0, 2 and 6 we conducted the door-to-door campaign, using
flipcharts and leaving summary leaflets to household members. Between month 1 and 11
of the study, we sent monthly voice messages –a total of 10 rounds of voice message.
Figure 3 also shows the timeline of our data collection (please refer to the boxes at the
bottom). Section 3.4.2 explains in detail the timeline of the collection of primary data.

2.2 Theory of change
This study is based on the following three status quo considerations, which represents
the assumptions behind the presented theory of change:
(i) Open defecation has significant health implications. Health benefits from
improved sanitation and the eradication of OD are estimated to be substantial
(Prüss et al., 2002). Epidemiological research has found that chronic
environmental exposure to faecal germs is one of the main causes of the
prevalence of infectious diseases in low- and middle-income countries (LMICs).
The pathogens that cause these diseases are transmitted through several
pathways summarized in Wagner and Lanoix’s F-diagram (1958) presented in
Figure 4. Pathogens are transmitted from faeces to the host via fluids (drinking
water), fields (soil), flies (anthropods) and fingers (hands), who enter orally
directly or through the ingestion of food. Primary barriers, such as safe disposal
of faeces through adequate sanitation facilities, and secondary barriers, such as
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drinking water and adequate hygienic practices, allows the isolation of feaces so
that infectious agents cannot possibly get to a new host. The F-diagram predicts
that if the feacal pathogens do not infect new hosts, child death and stunting in
survivor children can be prevented.
Drinking water is one of the main pathways though which open defecation affects
the health of slum dwellers in India. Two main facts support this argument. Firstly,
water contamination at point-of-use is significantly higher than at source, implying
that a large degree of contamination happens after water is taken from the tap. In
fact, while about 70% of Indian slum dwellers have access to tap water (Census
2011), only 46% have access to tap water within the premises they live in. 28%
have to walk 100 meters or more to collect water from a tapped source.
Secondly, as a result of the poorly maintained water infrastructure and supply
shortfalls, water pipes with cracks suck in faecal matter when resuming water
supply. In fact, no Indian city has continuous piped water. A Service Level
Benchmarking Program, initiated by the Ministry of Urban Development (MoUD)
in 2006, found that the average duration of water supply in 28 Indian cities was
3.3 hours per day.
(ii) The slum-dwellers’ WTP for CT use and demand for cleanliness is low, and this
explains low rates of CT use among potential users, leading to open defecation
as the only alternative for many slum dwellers. The government of India, along
with NGO’s and the private sector, has expanded the coverage of CTs during the
last decade. However, even where CTs are available at a relatively close
distance, open defecation remains common behaviour among slum-dwellers.
This phenomenon is likely explained by a low willingness-to-pay for CTs that are
pay-to-use. The fee –standardized at 5 rupees per usage— may be screening out
those with low willingness to pay and those with low ability to pay, including the
poorest of the poor. This is known as the “screening effect” (Ashraf, Berry, and
Shapiro 2010).
(iii) Public, non-profit and private organizations working on sanitation access are
essential actors in creating and implementing solutions that pursue SDG #6:
Ensure availability and sustainable management of water and sanitation for all.
Therein, we assume that appropriate guidance on what constraints are important
to address sanitation challenges and which different intervention approaches are
effective, can increase short and long-term wellbeing of their beneficiaries.
Figure 4: How open defecation affects health
Fluids

Death

Fields
OD

Disease

Foods
Flies

Stunting

Fingers

Primary barrier
(sanitation)

Secondary barriers
(water treatment and
hygienic practices)

Source: adaptation from Wagner & Lanoix (1958).
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The theory of change is summarized in Figure 5. We have identified interventions that
seek to improve sanitation behaviour in urban slum settlements, by improving the supply
side – more specifically by improving the quality of existing CTs – accompanied by
providing information about the risks associated with open defecation and the benefits
and rights when paying for using CTs.
Figure 5: Theory of Change
No
intervention

Low WTP for CT use

Slum dwellers suffer
from consequences of
poor sanitation practices

Low propensity to use CTs

Low demand for cleanliness

Increase of WTP for CT use

Supply-side
intervention

CT resource constraints are
released
Caretakers are incentivized
through financial rewards

Improved
quality of CTs

Increase in propensity to use
CTs

Increase in demand for
cleanliness

Supply side
intervention
plus
information
provision

Slum dwellers become more
informed of benefits from
CT usage

• hygiene
• health status

CT resource constraints are
released
Caretakers are incentivized
through financial rewards

Improvements in:

• sanitation attitudes
Additional increase of WTP
for CT use

Additional increase in
propensity to use CTs

• knowledge
• CT management

Additional increase in
demand for cleanliness

The assumption that we can affect usage behaviour and related WTP through (i) the
improvement of the quality of community toilets, and (ii) the provision of information, is
based on the following rationale:
(i) The improvement of the quality of community toilets. A study by the Water
and Sanitation Program of the World Bank (2016) identifies the lack of
cleanliness and poor up-keep and lack of proper disposal facilities as the main
constraints to use. Although an observed deficiency may not be a key deterrent
for use, other studies identify cleanliness as an important determinant of usage.
Biran et al. (2011) and a related project report by Mahon (2010) for example
analyse patterns and determinants of communal latrine usage in urban poverty
pockets in Bhopal, India. They find that by far most disliked feature of CTs was
dirt and smell, as mentioned by 64% of users. The second most staged reason
was queuing (19%), followed by lack of water (11%). In line, they find a positive
association of the proxy variable for CT cleanliness/upkeep and usage. This
generates the following three hypotheses:
a. Releasing resource constraints improve the quality of CTs. In general, the
quality of CTs is precarious and this is due to a vicious cycle. Most CTs face
resource constraints to generate substantial improvements because usage
and related revenue are not high enough. In addition, the centrally managed
system that redistributes all resources suffers from inefficiencies. Caretakers
are not endowed on time with the necessary tools and agents or aid for
repairs, even after repeated requests to the management. Releasing
resources constraints to improve cleanliness and maintenance should result
in a visible improvement in quality.
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b. Providing financial rewards to caretakers improve the quality of CTs. Sustaining
the improvement obtained by releasing resource constraints depends on the
effort exerted by caretakers to operate and maintain the CT clean. Therefore, we
further postulate that extrinsic incentives can play an important role in
determining the investment in the quality of the CT by caretakers. There is
evidence that extrinsic rewards may affect positively performance on pro-socially
motivated tasks, as soon as they are announced and specifically when incentive
schemes are linked to own performance (Ashraf, Bandiera, and Jack 2014;
Ashraf, Bandiera, and Lee 2014). We thus expect financial rewards to increase
effort and this to be translated into noticeable improvements in cleanliness.
c. Supply-side improvements increase WTP for CT use, the propensity to use CTs
and the demand for cleanliness in the short term. Improvements in the quality of
the CT can increase the slum-dwellers’ value of the CT and the demand for such
standard. Yet, beyond the conscious channel, quality improvements can serve as
nudges that positively affect sanitation practices. There is evidence that people
make biased assessments of values, which are affected by the context in which
they make decisions. Changes to sanitation habits such as usage of community
toilets can be automatically triggered by context cues and small nudges,
including changes in physical setting (Wood, Tam, and Witt 2005). Therefore, we
expect supply-side improvements such as cleanliness and better infrastructure
maintenance to increase the WTP for and usage of CTs and the demand for CT
cleanliness. Nevertheless, evidence also suggests that supply-side
improvements could also lead to unexpected results, especially in presence of
behavioural responses in their target population. In fact, public investments can
discourage (or crowds-out) private investments, therefore leading to negative
impacts of public investments (see, for instance, Peltzman, 1973, and Cutler and
Gruber, 1996). For developing countries, evidence of this mechanism has been
observed for investments in education (Das et al., 2011), in sanitary behaviour
(Bennett, 2012), and anti-malaria behaviour (Armand et al., 2017).
(ii) The provision of information. The assumption that WTP and usage can be
moved through the provision of information is based on several studies related to
water, hygiene and sanitation. For one, there is robust evidence that information
provision about the quality of water significantly impacts behaviour in terms of
purifying water (Jalan and Somanathan, 2008; Madajewicz et al., 2007; Luoto;
2009). Second, an experiment in rural India shows that deliberation about the
usefulness and price of soap increases price sensitivity significantly (Spears,
2014). And third, more specific to sanitation, are studies that demonstrate that
knowledge about the link between poor sanitation and disease is a significant
predictor of willingness-to-pay for household-level toilet facilities (Minh et al,
2013). We bring forward the following hypothesis. Combining supply-side
improvements with the provision of information increases WTP for CT use, the
propensity to use CTs and the demand for cleanliness in the short term by more
than supply side improvements on their own. Based on evidence that information
provision can shift WTP for health investments such as soap and water (Jalan
and Somanathan, 2008; Madajewicz et al., 2007; Luoto; 2009; Spears, 2014) and
adoption of shared sanitation facilities (Gertler et al. 2015), we postulate that
information and supply-side nudges can interact in a positive way to increase the
WTP and use of CTs and the demand for CT cleanliness.
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Our metric for defining these interventions as successful considers short and long-run
impacts separately. In the short-run, we classify the interventions as effective is we
observe increases/improvements in our primary and secondary outcomes. In particular,
we define the following primary outcomes: WTP for CT usage; CT usage (i.e. improved
sanitation behaviour, accompanied by a decrease in open defecation); demand for
cleanliness; and CT quality. Our secondary outcomes are: hygiene; health status;
sanitation attitudes, expectations and knowledge; and CT management. Detailed
information on the primary and secondary outcomes is provided in the Results section
within 4.2.2. Research analysis.
Supply-side improvements alone and with the provision of information can result in longrun effects on WTP for CT use, the propensity to use CTs and the demand for
cleanliness. In order to reach long-run effects, we assume that short-run effects can be
sustained, i.e. that participants will not revert to the status quo WTP and valuation of
improved sanitation in the short-term, and second, we assume that intervention
participants will modify not only their own behaviour, but will also encourage their
household, neighbours and kin to adapt. This latter point is particularly important when
considering the role of parents in determining their children’s exposure to risk.
A possible negative externality of such a success would be congestion, and possible
difficulties in keeping improved standards due to higher usage. This aspect was
monitored throughout the study, so that implementing partners have relevant information
to act upon. A potential unsuccessful outcome would include a decrease in investment or
protective practices as a result of information that ambiguously portrays risk and
potential health costs, or perhaps decreases expected returns from current investments.

2.3 Monitoring plan
We conducted efforts on the field to monitor two components of the project: (i) the
implementation of the intervention; and (ii) the data collection.
In order to monitor the implementation of the intervention, a series of mobile phone apps
were designed purposely for the implementation and supervision of the intervention. The
apps were designed in conjunction with the research team, Morsel and FINISH. These
tracking apps allow us to identify treatment fidelity.
The CT tracking app is used by FINISH and captures whether the intervention was
provided, the date, details of the participants that were exposed to the intervention and
the contact details of the respondent signing the consent form. Furthermore, we captured
extra details from the caretaker (e.g. choice, availability, satisfaction) and pictures from
the community toilet to visualize outputs of the intervention. For example, we crosschecked with pictures collected in the tracking app if the deep cleaning was actually
conducted. Before and after pictures of the same area cleaned allowed us to monitor the
work. Furthermore, we include a confirmation form that needs to be signed by the
caretaker indicating if the CT received the intervention. In addition, we took pictures of
the invoice signed by contractors and a representative of FINISH for each work done at a
CT. Finally, the app captures if the CT has each of the 5 posters, in which condition they
are and if replacement is needed.
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The implementation of the information campaign is captured in a separate app used by
Morsel. The app is pre-populated to indicate if a household should receive the
information campaign and records whether the flip-chart was explained and the attitude
of the participants while the information was provided. Furthermore, it captures whether
the leaflet was provided to the household.
Finally, the implementation of the voice message was recorded in an especially designed
tracking app. This tracking app is pre-populated with all mobile phones and message
categories to be sent in each round. The tracking app records whether the voice call was
answered and the minutes it was answered before the call finished.
For the monitoring of the data collection on the field, we had 4 layers of supervision: (i) 3
field supervisors of enumerators; (ii) 1 main supervisor of the field supervisors; (iii) 1
project manager; and (iv) the London base team. After training was conducted, the data
quality was checked regularly from the piloting until the final collection By the project
manager based in Lucknow and the research team based in London. Identified errors
were rectified on the spot in the data collection application. If necessary, enumerators
went back to re-collect data or collect data missing by mistake.

3. Evaluation
3.1 Primary and secondary questions
The primary research questions are:
• What is slum-dwellers’ WTP for CT usage? And does WTP affect CT usage
(evidence of a screening effect)?
• Can the releasing of resource constraints and provision of financial incentives to
caretakers improve CT quality?
• Can improvements in CT quality increase slum-dwellers’ WTP, usage and
demand for cleanliness?
• Is the effect of CT quality improvements on WTP, usage and demand for
cleanliness greater when also providing slum-dwellers with information about
health risks of open defecation, as well as benefits of CTs and users’ duties and
rights when paying the CT fee?
• Do the interventions have longer-run effects on WTP, usage and demand for
cleanliness?
The secondary research questions are:
• Can the release of resource constraints and provision of financial incentives to
caretakers improve the management of CTs?
• Can improvements in CT quality improve attitudes towards adequate sanitation
practices as well as knowledge and expectations of health benefits? Are these
effects greater when providing information about health risks of open defecation,
as well as benefits of CTs and users’ duties and rights when paying the CT fee?
• Can improvements in CT quality improve the hygiene practices and health status
of slum dwellers? Are these effects greater when providing information about
health risks of open defecation, as well as benefits of CTs and users’ duties and
rights when paying the CT fee?
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3.2 Design and methods
We address primary and secondary research questions in the context of Indian slums in
the cities of Lucknow and Kanpur (Uttar Pradesh, India) using a randomized-controlled
trial (RCT) design.6 Figure 6 shows the study area.
Figure 6: Study location

Note. Lucknow and Kanpur are the two selected cities for the experiment; both are based in the
Indian State of Uttar Pradesh. Base-map source: ESRI.

We randomly selected 110 catchment areas of CTs in both cities and we allocated them
to one of three experimental arms. As discussed in Section 3.4.1, we have explicitly
removed CTs that could also be interpreted as public toilets, which led to a total of 110
CTs in the population used for randomization. Randomization into the treatment arms
was carried out at the cluster level, specifically the CT catchment area level. We provide
more detail on the definition in the next section. Randomizing at the cluster level has the
advantage to limit contamination of the control group, especially considering the possible
spread of information. To allocate clusters to treatment arms, we stratified the sampled
clusters by the main organization managing CTs in our study area (versus other
organizations) and by city of study (Lucknow and Kanpur). We then build blocks of 3 CTs
using m-distance (Mahalanobis) relative proximity. To construct m-distances, we used
the rich census information we collected, including CT and slum-dweller characteristics.
After forming blocks of similar clusters (CTs), we randomly allocated each CT in a block
to either treatment 1, treatment 2 or the control group. Each one of the three possibilities
has the same probability. The statistical software Stata, and specifically the random
number generator, is used to apply this procedure.

6

To identify slums, we make use of recognized slums according to the Census of India.
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Catchment areas were allocated to one of these three groups:
A. Control. Participants in this group did not receive supply-side nor information
interventions.
B. Treatment 1 (Supply-side intervention). In this treatment group, cleanliness
and maintenance of CTs was promoted by introducing a Grant Scheme offering
standardized (i.e. same monetary value) packages including either (i) deep
cleaning (i.e. septic tank sewage removal, unclogging latrines and sewerage
pipes and cleaning walls, floors and inside toilets), (ii) sanitation/water connection
repairs and/or infrastructure refurbishment or (iii) cleaning tools and agents and
cleaning training, from which CT caretakers can choose according to their needs
and their expectations to increase usage. In addition, two months after baseline,
we announced a Financial Reward Scheme aimed at incentivizing caretakers to
keep the CT clean. At this point, CT caretakers were informed of their baseline
cleanliness performance. After two months (and every two months from then on),
caretakers received a financial reward conditional on achieving the following: (i)
availability of soap in hand-washing facilities; (ii) latrines free of visible faeces;
and (iii) bacteria count in defecation cubicles kept to a minimum standard (to be
computed from the baseline distribution).
C. Treatment 2 (Supply side intervention plus information provision). In this
treatment arm, the supply side intervention (as described under point B) was
complemented with a household-level information provision component.
Participants in this group received information about private (family) and public
(community) health risks of open defecation. Furthermore, we provided
information on the relevance of ensuring females’ safety and encouraged male
household members to accompany females when using CTs, particularly at
night. In addition, we provided information on the benefits of using CTs and the
importance of ensuring that everybody pays the CT fee. We put emphasis on
providing information on the rights of users when paying fees, including clean
and well-maintained toilets, as well as promoting users to demand maintenance
and cleanliness of CTs. This component targeted all household members,
especially household heads and spouse, and was designed such that information
could be processed by participants with low literacy. We provided information in
four forms. Firstly, a door-to-door information campaign using a flipchart with
cartoons and messages. Secondly, by leaving a leaflet with a summary of the
flipchart to households visited during the surveys. Thirdly, by placing posters in
the CT, highlighting messages provided during the door-to-door campaign.
Fourthly, by sending monthly reminders in the form of voice messages to all
mobile phones collected in the household. To disentangle the effects of receiving
voice messages, all treatment arms received voice messages without new
information (specifically stating that the community toilet is open from early
morning until late evening). Households allocated to the supply-side treatment
additionally received voice messages informing that the community toilet has
been granted aid to improve its service.

3.3 Ethics
The study has obtained ethics approval from the University College London Research
Ethics Committee (REC) on March 23rd 2017 until December 31st 2020 (ethics
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application code is 2168/012). Changes to the design and data collection were approved
in May 2018. The trial and the pre-analysis plan have also been registered with the AEA
RCT Registry. The registry number is AEARCTR-0003087.

3.4 Sampling and data collection
3.4.1 Sampling
This study performs a two-level randomization design and therefore, we are interested in
two different level of the sampling frame. The first level of the sampling frame is defined
by all community toilets (CTs) in the cities of Lucknow and Kanpur. In order to obtain this
sampling frame, we performed a CT census in both study cities. This census collected
GPS coordinates and information on ownership, management, location, problems (i.e.
dirty, stinky, observed faeces and flies, unsafe, non-functional), service (i.e. opening
times and lightning availability), infrastructure characteristics (i.e. year of construction,
number of toilets by gender, doors and locks functionality, hand-washing and showering
facilities, quality of walls and floors, type of sanitation facility) maintenance activities
(number of staff, cleaning frequency, cleaning tools), users (type and main users),
catchment area (distance users come from) and fees (methods and fees). We identified
at total of 409 CT. Figure 7 presents the distribution of CTs in Lucknow (left map) and
Kanpur (right map).
Figure 7: CT Sampling Frame
Lucknow

Kanpur

Note: The dots denote the geo-location of all community toilets identified in Lucknow and Kanpur
through our Community Toilet Census. Base-map source: ESRI.

The second-level sampling frame is characterized by all households in the catchment
areas of selected community toilets (which represents a cluster). Out of the 409 CTs
identified in the first stage, we chose a subset of CTs to become part of the study, based
on the following criteria: the CT has to be pay-to-use; the CT has to be located close to a
residential area (slum) and used by residents. We drop CTs for which the distance to
another CT is below a certain threshold. In particular, there should be sufficient distance
between two CTs to avoid users switching between CTs (possibly driven by their
treatment status). We drop CTs that are closer than 300 meters to each other, and CTs
that have two other CTs closer than 350 meters. In addition, we drop CTs in whose
catchment areas fewer than eight eligible households are living. A household is
considered eligible if the following conditions are respected: the household lives in the
16

catchment area of a selected CT, which is broadly defined as slum area within 250
meters from the CT building. Households are linked to CTs based on geo-coordinates
collected during the census;7 at least one household member uses a CT or shared toilets
(i.e. neighbours, makeshift, work, school), or practices open defecation; the household
must have reported during the census interview not to intend to migrate during the
following 18 months (i.e. until the planned study endline survey). This selection criteria
result in 110 CTs selected for the study. Table 1 shows the distribution of CT catchment
areas by treatment arm and city.
Table 1: Number of CT catchment areas per treatment arm and city
Control

Supply-side (SS)

SS + Information

Total

Lucknow

19 (36.5%)

17 (32.7%)

16 (30.8%)

52 (100%)

Kanpur

21 (36.2%)

18 (31.0%)

19 (32.8%)

58 (100%)

Total

40 (36.4%)

35 (31.8%)

35 (31.8%)

110 (100%)

Figure 8 shows the flowchart for the CT and household sampling procedure. Within each
of the 110 CTs and their catchment areas, we sampled up to 17 eligible households.
Given that distance is a major determinant of CT usage, we focused on eligible
households living closer to the CT (within 150 meters). Since some CTs have more
dispersed populations, we conducted a two-step sampling procedure. First, in largepopulation catchment areas (where 10 or more eligible households are available within
150 meters), we sampled only from eligible households that are located within this
bound. Second, in small-population CTs (where less than 10 eligible households are
available within 150 meters), we first sampled all eligible households within 150 meters
and then randomly selected the remaining households from those that are located
between 150 and 250 meters from the CT. In total, we sampled for interview 1,650
households in 110 randomization units (catchment areas of CTs) and one CT caretaker
per randomization unit.

A small percentage of households with inaccurate geo-coordinates (missing geocodes or
distance to closest community toilet greater than the 400 meters buffer area set for household
census) were linked to the community toilet located in the slum (0.7 percent in Lucknow and 1.6
percent in Kanpur). In these cases, we imputed the distance to the community toilet using the
median of eligible households in the slum.
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Figure 8: Flowchart for the sampling procedure
Assessed for eligibility:
409 CTs in Lucknow and Kanpur

Selection rules for eligible
household:
• At least one member uses a
place other than private
latrine to defecate
•Not planning to move away
during the next 12 months

Randomised:
110 CTs in Lucknow and Kanpur
Sampling: 1,650 HHs

Sampling by distance:
•Within 150 meters from CT
•If <10 eligible HHs, 150-250
meters from CT

Selection rules for
Sampling Frame:
•
CT has to be pay-touse;
•
CT is located close to a
residential area (slum)
and used by residents;
•
CT is not dropped for
limited distance or for
lack of eligible
households.
Excluded for not meeting
inclusion criteria: 299
CTs

Control

Supply-side (SS)

SS + Information

Clusters: 40
Average cluster size: 16.7 [3.09]
Total number of HHs: 673

Clusters: 35
Average cluster size: 15.9 [3.65]
Total number of HHs: 557

Clusters: 35
Average cluster size: 17.11 [3.07]
Total number of HHs: 599

Note: The flowchart presents the procedure followed for the sampling of community toilets and
its catchment area.

3.4.2 Data collection
We distinguish between quantitative instruments, behavioural measurements and
laboratory tests. shows the timeline of the study, including the data rounds.
Quantitative instruments
The quantitative data sources used in the study are the following:
1. CT census. The purpose is to obtain a mapping of CTs in Lucknow and Kanpur,
together with the distribution of slums close to these CTs; understand how many
there are, and how they are distributed, who uses the CTs (from the community,
passers-by, workers, etc.), their characteristics, management structure, payment,
among others. The scope is of 409 CTs identified in Lucknow (201) and Kanpur
(208). The instrument was administered to CT caretakers and/or supervisors. The
census includes collection of GPS coordinates. Timing was March-July 2017.
2. Household census. The main purpose is to identify our sample of eligible
household respondents. The household census covered households located
within slum borders and 400 meters from each of the 144 pre-selected CTs (i.e.
pay-to-use, used by residents and not close to another CT within 200 meters).
The questionnaire collects household demographics (number of members and
gender primarily) and dwelling characteristics as well as sanitation practices
(focusing on toilet ownership, CT usage and open defecation practice). The
household census also collects GPS coordinates. Timing was August 2017March 2018.
3. Baseline (BL) survey. This is a standard baseline survey, collecting information
on socio-demographics as well as dwelling characteristics, assets, income and
expenditure. In addition, we collected baseline information on health status and
sanitation and hygienic behaviour and priors, attitudes and health expectations
linked to open defecation and CTs. Sanitation behaviour was measured by
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asking where each demographic group went to defecate during the last 2 times.8
To prevent under-reporting of open defecation due to social stigma, we included
the following prelude: “I’ve been to many similar communities and I’ve seen that
even people owning latrines and having nearby community toilets defecate in the
open.” We also asked about the sanitation behaviour of the most intimate
neighbour in order to identified the extent of response bias when asked to
disclose the behaviour of their own household (Yeatman and Trinitapoli 2011).
We further collected information on child health for children under the age of six,
as well child hygienic practices and childcare knowledge. To understand intrahousehold dynamics across spouses, we collected data on household decisionmaking. Finally, the interviewer conducted observations of the household
environment and the respondent. The instrument, including all modules, has an
average duration of one hour. The timing was March-June 2018.
The main respondent for the household survey is an adult household member –
in most cases the household head, sometimes the spouse or other
knowledgeable household member, always falling in the age range of 18-64
years. We also interviewed the spouse of the household head, aiming to collect
information on decision-making dynamics from one male and one female
household member. In households with children aged 5 years or younger, we
further interviewed the primary caregiver to collect information on child health and
sanitation practices.
The scope of the baseline survey was of 110 catchment areas and a total 1,650
sampled households (16 households per catchment area, on average). The nonresponse rate was 20% and the percentage of households that became noneligible (i.e. using only their private latrine or planning to move during the next
year) was 12%. Figure 11 shows that the non-response and non-eligibility rates
are balanced across treatment arms. To keep a sample size in line with our
power calculations, we interviewed replacement households randomly sampled
and in a random order. In total, we interviewed 1575 households, with an average
cluster size of 12 households. Table 2 shows the distribution of study households
(eligible and interviewed at baseline), by treatment arm and city. The percentage
of study households in the control group is slightly larger (5 ppts) due to a larger
number of catchment areas. Also, the percentage of study households is slightly
larger in Kanpur than in Lucknow, given the greater population density in the
former
Table 2: Distribution of study households, by treatment arm and city
Control

Supply-side (SS)

SS + Information

Total

Lucknow
Kanpur

255 (35.5%)
321 (37.5%)

225 (31.3%)
262 (30.6%)

239 (33.2%)
273 (31.9%)

719 (100%)
856 (100%)

Total

576 (36.6%)

487 (31.0%)

512 (32.5%)

1,575 (100%)

The demographic groups are HH head, Spouse, Other males aged above 14, Other females
aged above 14, Males aged 6-14, Females aged 6-14, Neighbour. Refer to Appendix B for further
details about measurements.
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4. Rapid-assessment. Since the intervention had a different component in the first
two months (see section 0), we aimed at measuring the effect of the first
component of the supply side intervention with a short-run follow-up. The purpose
is to update information on household demographics and re-collect information
on sanitation behaviour, priors, attitudes and health expectations linked to open
defecation and CTs. We also collected information on the health status of
household members and hygienic behaviour. Furthermore, we collected
information on exposure to information campaigns and the use of tickets for the
CT. Finally, the interviewer conducted observations of the household
environment and the respondent. Timing was July-September 2018. The attrition
rate was 8.12%. Figure 9 shows that attrition is slightly higher in the supply-side
treatment arm, but it is balanced across treatment arms. To keep a sample size
in line with our power calculations, we interviewed replacement households
randomly sampled and in a random order. In total, we interviewed 1,532
households.
5. Midline survey. The purpose is to update information on household
demographics and re-collect information on sanitation behaviour, priors, attitudes
and health expectations linked to open defecation and CTs. We also collected
information on the health status of household members, hygienic behaviour and
access to drinking water. Furthermore, we collected information on exposure to
information campaigns and the use of tickets for the CT. In addition, we collected
information on expenditure on hygienic goods and sanitation facilities. In this
round, we also collected data on household decision-making from one male and
one female senior9 member. Finally, the interviewer conducted observations of
the household environment and the respondent. Timing was January-March
2019. We aimed to survey all households eligible and interviewed at baseline, as
well as all replacement households interviewed during the rapid assessment
(1,660 households). The attrition rate was 18.8%, slightly higher than during the
rapid assessment because our timing coincided with school vacations and many
families go back to their villages. Figure 9 shows that attrition is slightly higher in
the control arm due to the displacement of a whole community (20%), but attrition
is still balanced across treatment arms. To keep the sample size in line with our
power calculations, we interviewed replacement households randomly sampled
and in a random order. In total, we interviewed 1,578 households.
6. Endline survey. The purpose is to re-collect information on sanitation behaviour,
priors, attitudes and health expectations linked to open defecation and CTs. We
also collected information on the health status of household members, hygienic
behaviour and access to drinking water. Furthermore, we collected information on
exposure to information campaigns and the use of tickets for the CT. In addition,
we collected information on expenditure on hygienic goods and sanitation
facilities. In this round, we also collected data on household decision-making from
one male and one female senior member. Moreover, we update information on
We define seniority with the following guidelines: Household head; If the household head is
absent, then the respondent should be the spouse of the household head; If household head and
spouse are absent, revisit household; If household head and spouse are absent during revisit,
then the respondent should be the most senior and knowledgeable member (above the age of 18)
in terms of actively participating in the household’s decision-making.

9
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household demographics. In households with children aged 5 years or younger,
we further interviewed the primary caregiver to collect information on child health
and sanitation practices. Finally, the interviewer conducted observations of the
household environment and the respondent. Timing was July-September 2019.
We aimed to survey all households eligible and interviewed at baseline, as well
as all replacement households interviewed during the rapid assessment and
midline (1,896 households). The attrition rate was 13.13%. Figure 9 shows that
attrition is slightly higher in the control arm due to the displacement of a whole
community (14.3%), but attrition is still balanced across treatment arms. To keep
the sample size in line with our power calculations, we interviewed replacement
households randomly sampled and in a random order. In total, we interviewed
1,772 households.
We include below a table comparing demographics (collected in all data rounds) of
households in the study the whole time, those that were lost after baseline and the
replacement households. We can observe that the attrition households had fewer adult
household members and more children. They were also more likely to have a male
household head. Although the selection of replacement households was random, the
replacement households were smaller and less likely to have a male household head.
Table 3: Comparison of demographics by attrition status

Number of HH members
Number of children
Number of adult members
HH head male
Observations

All
Mean
(1)
5.00
0.48
4.66
0.73
6465

Always
Mean
(2)
5.11
0.48
4.77
0.73
4456

Lost
Mean
(3)
4.66
0.54
4.21
0.78
1175

Replacement
Mean
(4)
4.87
0.40
4.71
0.67
834

(3)-(2)
Diff.
(5)
-0.44***
0.07***
-0.55***
0.05***
5631

(4)-(2)
Diff.
(6)
-0.24***
-0.08***
-0.06
-0.06***
5290

7. WTP survey. The WTP survey is conducted to the most senior male and the
most senior female in terms of decision-making from each household. Seniority is
defined in terms of decision-making rather than age. We start by asking the price
that females and males face if they want to use the CT. Next, we present a
hypothetical scenario of a CT improved to its highest standard and provide a
hypothetical choice between varying amounts of cash and a bundle of 10 tickets
to use the hypothetical CT. We then play an incentivized WTP game, in which we
offer the choice between varying amounts of cash and a bundle of 10 tickets to
use the CT. Respondents could select tickets for male use and/or tickets for
female use. The purpose is to measure WTP for CT use, to examine gender
differences in willingness to pay and to evaluate whether exposure to the
treatments affects CT WTP over time. At Endline, we also offered respondents
the choice between varying amounts of cash and a monthly family pass for up to
5 members. The aim of this last section is to measure WTP for a family pass that
was introduced by the Government at the same time as our study. In addition, a
dictator/donation game was played, in which we provided participants Rs. 50 and
gave them the choice to donate any amount to a fund to keep clean the CT. The
aim of this dictator game is to measure demand for cleanliness of the CT. The
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WTP survey is administered to all households who also respond to the household
survey (two respondents per household). This survey was administered at the
following time: baseline (March-June 2018), rapid-assessment (July—September
2018), midline (January-March 2019) and end-line (July-September 2019).
8. CT usage survey and monitoring. We implement a series of CT usage surveys
and monitoring in order to gather information about CT outcomes for the duration
of the project. We focus on three different types of indicators: 1) number of users;
2) observed cleanliness and maintenance and 3) bacteria count, to be
implemented in all 110 study CTs. During regular unannounced visits to the CTs
we administered a questionnaire to the caretaker to collect data on cleaning
practices, CT management and time allocation to proxy effort. At that time, the
interviewer additionally observed and recorded the condition of toilets. User count
is measured by observation of the interviewer during 1 hour using manual
counters. This observation is recorded at dawn, when it was reported during the
CT Census that traffic is the highest. Cleanliness is measured with both
observation and with bacterial counts. Bacterial counts are measured with
bacterial swabs and lab analysis. The detailed procedure adopted for the
measurement of the bacteria count is presented in the next section. Timing was
at baseline (March - June 2018), 2 months after BL/Follow-up 1 (July –
September 2018), 4 months after BL/Follow-up 2 (October – November 2018), 6
months after BL/Midline (January – March 2019), 8 months after baseline/
Follow-up 4(April – May 2019) and 12 months after BL/Endline (June – August
2019). We aimed to survey all 110 community toilets eligible for the study. Figure
10 shows that attrition is slightly higher in the control and supply-side arm due to
the fact that a few CTs closed or were abandoned without a caretaker (hence
became free-to-use). In addition, 2 new CTs opened very close to CTs allocated
to the supply treatment arm. Because slum dwellers also used these new CT, we
conducted the CT usage survey and monitoring in these additional CTs during
Follow-up 4 (April – May 2019) and Endline (June – August 2019). These new
CTs did not increase the number of clusters since we consider them part of the
same cluster as the old CTs due to their close proximity.
Behavioural measurements
This study includes a set of behavioural measurements that we describe in this section.
1. WTP game. We elicit WTP to use a hypothetical high-standard CT and the
closest CT to the household. First, our hypothetical measure of WTP is elicited by
describing a hypothetical scenario in which a nearby CT is improved to the
highest standard (described in detail). We offer different hypothetical choices
between cash and a bundle of 10 tickets for this high-standard CT. We elicit WTP
for high-quality CTs, even above the current market price, albeit with the usual
caveats of unincentivized elicitation. Second, our incentivized measure of WTP is
elicited using a multiple price list and random draw. This methodology bounds the
WTP for a good or lottery by prompting the individual to choose between different
amounts of money or a bundle of tickets to use the CTs, before randomly drawing
one allocation to be paid. Before the random draw, the respondent is asked to
allocate the tickets they could win between tickets for male use and tickets for
female use. At Endline, we also offer different choices between cash and a family
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pass for unlimited use of the CT by 5 members within 1 month. Because the
choice that will be paid at the end is randomly selected, each choice is
independent. We identify the WTP for CT use as the point in which the participant
is willing to take the tickets/pass as opposed to cash. We piloted the design of the
experiment in great detail in order to apply the most effective methodology in our
setting, both in terms of question framing and in terms of actual and expected
price points. We measure the WTP of the household head and the most senior
female in the household four times during the study: baseline (March-June 2018),
rapid-assessment (July—September 2018), midline (January-March 2019) and
end-line (July-September 2019).
2. Dictator game. We conduct a “dictator game/donation game” type of behavioural
measurement with both slum-dwellers and caretakers. First, we measure slumdwellers’ willingness to contribute financially to the cleanliness of their CT in a
game in which they can choose to donate part of an endowment to the
improvement of cleanliness of the CT. Depending on the level of contribution, we
provide a number of air-freshener packages to the CT. We are aware that this
methodology may not be only capturing demand for cleanliness, but also trust
and/or altruism towards its community and the CT management. We directly ask
whether they trust their community and caretaker, as well as the level they expect
their community to contribute. Secondly, we measure the caretaker’s intrinsic
motivation in a game in which they can choose to allocate part of an endowment
to a sanitation project of our NGO partner FINISH Society. We measure the slum
dwellers’ demand for CT cleanliness and caretaker’s intrinsic motivation four
times during the study: baseline (March-June 2018), rapid-assessment (July—
September 2018), midline (January-March 2019) and end-line (July-September
2019).
3. Voice-to-the-people cards. We provide households with the opportunity to fill-in
“voice-to-the-people” style of cards, in which they are given the possibility to
report the most important concerns from a set of different topics (including CT
cleanliness) to local public officers. Respondents are informed that the content of
these cards will be summarized and provided to local public officers. The aim of
this game is to measure the political salience of CT cleanliness and WASH
concerns among slum dwellers. In addition, we distribute the cards to a set of
randomly selected neighbours to understand if concerns are different for
households exposed to the study. We conduct this SCA at midline (JanuaryMarch 2019).
4. Community game. We conduct two behavioural games with several
participants10 in the community to measure social capital and community
preference for CT cleanliness. The former is measured applying a Public Good
Game (PGG) and the latter, applying a modified version of the standard PGG.
The version of the PGG we use is called a voluntary contribution mechanism
(VCM). The VCM experiment captures trust and the willingness to cooperate
among the members of a specific group by choosing whether to keep the
endowment or to invest part or all of it in a group pot where the benefits for all
members increase by a multiplier with the level of contributions. The modified
We play simultaneously with three groups in each community. Participants in each group are
always even and range between 4 and 6.

10
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version gives the option to keep the endowment or to invest part or all of it in a
pot to buy cleaning products for the CT, which also increases by a multiplier with
the level of contributions. The games are designed so that while the total return to
the investment in the pots is higher than the return from keeping the endowment,
there is no incentive to invest in the former because of the higher individual payoff that can be obtained from keeping the endowment. The dominant strategy is
to not contribute at all, while the social optimum is to invest in the pot. The
incentive to invest in the pot is given by individual motivations concerning the
group’s well-being. Deviations from the dominant strategy are thus considered
measures of social capital in the group, determined by attributes such as
altruism, trust, social distance, reciprocity, sympathy, among others (Attanasio,
Pellerano, and Reyes 2009). We expect both games to capture social capital;
hence the difference between both games determines community preference for
CT cleanliness. The outcome of each game is individually determined; we play
these two games sequentially (in a random order) and the pay-off from one of the
two games is randomly selected. In addition, we randomly vary the multiplier
(double or triple the total contribution) across groups to determine how an
external contribution (such as a government intervention) can affect the
willingness to contribute to a public good. Furthermore, we play with three types
of groups within each community: only females, only males and mixed. This
allows us to observe differences in social capital and preference for CT
cleanliness by gender. Finally, we collect follow-up questions on motivations and
social network to understand the mechanisms behind the outcome.11
The last two behavioural measures involve structured community activities (SCA). SCA
have the advantage of focusing on concrete, real-world scenarios that allow unobtrusive
measurement of leader and community decision-making, more objectively than lab
experiments, hypothetical vignettes or surveys (Casey, Glennerster, and Miguel 2012).
Laboratory tests
Among quantitative data, we collected information from laboratory tests. The specific
source is defined here:
1. CT bacteria count. In order to collect measures of cleanliness at the level of CT,
we collect three samples of bacteria swabs for each round of CT usage survey.
To obtain an average measure of bacteria count in a CT, we follow this
procedure. We first randomize all CTs in two groups: a “male” and a “female”
group. In the “male” group the bacteria swabs are collected in the male area of
the CT throughout the study, while in the “female” group the same is done in the
female area of the CT. Secondly, during each visit the enumerator makes for the
CT usage survey, three samples of bacteria swabs are collected in different
points of the CT. The first two samples are collected from two randomly-selected
cubicles, the location of which are provided by the research team and which
varies in each round of data collection in order to avoid the caretaker to focus on
cleanliness of a specific position in the CT. The exact position for the bacteria
swab is the mid-point between the entrance wall of the cubicle and the
The measurement is currently underway; we therefore do not include any result relative to this
behaviour game in this document.
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latrine/water. The randomly-selected cubicles are provided to the enumerator in
the form of a number x. To collect swab from cubicle x, the enumerator is
instructed to face the cubicles and count from right to left. If there are two rows of
cubicles, the enumerator is instructed to face the row that is first observed while
entering the cubicle hallway and count from right to left. A third sample is
collected in the position of the first step into the cubicle hallways, defined as the
place where the enumerator walks first to enter the cubicle hallways and where
most people walk by. This sample aims at collecting a bacteria sample in the
area where most people walk. Bacteria swabs are collected at baseline (March June 2018), 2 months after BL (July – September 2018), 4 months after BL
(October – November 2018), 6 months after BL (January – March 2019), 8
months after baseline (April – May 2019) and 12 months after BL (June – August
2019).
2. Household water bacteria counts. In order to measure the quality of water that
slum-dwellers have access to, we collect two samples of water from each
catchment area. To obtain an average measure of bacteria count in drinking
water, we follow this procedure. We first identify the source of water used by the
majority of eligible households for drinking purposes. From the sampled
households for the study (around 15), we randomly select two households from
which water samples should be collected. Water samples are collected from the
source, rather than the collected water, to prevent confounding hygienic practices
with the quality of water. Whenever the source of water is shared by all eligible
households (e.g. public tap), we only take one sample from that source. Water
bacteria samples are collected at Baseline (March - June 2018).
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Figure 9: Consort Flow Chart for household surveys
Assessed for eligibility: 409 CTs in Lucknow and Kanpur
Randomised: 110 CTs in Lucknow and Kanpur

Baseline

Clusters: 40 | Average size: 12.05 [3.24]
Total number of HHs: 576
Sample: 482 | Replacements: 94
8.6% non-eligible and 20% non-response

Clusters: 35 | Average size: 11.4 [3.93]
Total number of HHs: 487
From sample: 399 | Replacements: 88
12% non-eligible and 15% non-response

Clusters: 35 | Average size: 11.7 [3.92]
Total number of HHs: 512
From sample: 409 | Replacements: 103
12% non-eligible and 19.7% non-response

Follow-up 1

SS + Information

Clusters: 40
Total number of HHs: 563
From sample: 528 | Replacements: 35
Attrition: 8.2% (2.9% refused, 1.9% not available and
3.2% moved away)

Clusters: 35
Total number of HHs: 472
From sample: 447 | Replacements: 25
Attrition : 9.1% (4.5% refused, 2.4% not available and
2.2% moved away)

Clusters: 35
Total number of HHs: 497
From sample: 471 | Replacements: 26
Attrition : 7.1% (3.7% refused, 2.3% not available and
0.9% moved away)

Midline

Supply-side (SS)

Sample: 610 (surveyed at BL and RA)
Clusters: 39
Total number of HHs: 573
From sample: 486 | Replacements: 53
Attrition : 20%(4.8% refused, 14% not available, 1.5%
moved away)

Sample: 517 (surveyed at BL and RA)
Clusters: 35
Total number of HHs: 493
From sample: 426 | Replacements: 44
Attrition : 17% (5.2%refused, 11.2% not available,
1.2% moved away)

Sample: 533 (surveyed at BL and RA)
Clusters: 35
Total number of HHs: 512
From sample: 436 | Replacements: 55
Attrition : 18% (5.4% refused, 11.6% not available,
1.1% moved away)

Endline

Control

Sample: 698 (all surveyed in at least 1 round)
Clusters: 39
Total number of HHs: 636
From sample: 598 | Replacements: 38
Non-response: 14.3% (3.5% refused, 6.5% not
available, 4.3% moved away)

Sample: 590 (all surveyed in at least 1 round)
Clusters: 35
Total number of HHs: 559
From sample: 521 | Replacements: 38
Non-response: 11.69% (2.03% refused, 7.12% not
available, 2.5% moved away)

Sample: 608 (all surveyed in at least 1 round)
Clusters: 35
Total number of HHs: 577
From sample: 528 | Replacements: 49
Non-response: 13.13% (3.78% refused, 6.58% not
available, 2.80% moved away)
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Figure 10: Consort Flow Chart for CT surveys

Assessed for eligibility: 409 CTs in Lucknow and Kanpur
Randomised: 110 CTs in Lucknow and Kanpur

BL

Allocated to intervention: 40
Non-response: 1 (closed)

Allocated to intervention: 35
Non-response: 1 (closed)

Allocated to intervention: 35
Non-response: 0

FU1

Clusters: 39
Non-response: 1 (closed)

Clusters: 34
Non-response: 1 (closed)

Clusters: 35
Non-response: 0

FU2

Clusters: 39
Non-response: 1 (closed)

Clusters: 35
Non-response: 0

Clusters: 34
Non-response: 1 (no caretaker, so only
observation data)

ML

SS + Information

Clusters: 38
Non-response: 2 (one closed and another
no caretaker)

Clusters: 34
Non-response: 1 (closed)

Clusters: 35
Non-response: 0

FU4

Supply-side (SS)

Clusters: 39
Non-response: 1 (closed)

Clusters: 33
Non-response: 2 (closed)

Clusters: 34
Non-response: 1 (no caretaker)

EL

Control

Clusters: 38
Non-response: 2 (closed)

Clusters: 33
Non-response: 1 (closed)

Clusters: 35
Non-response: 0
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4. Findings
4.1 Intervention implementation fidelity
4.1.1 Supply intervention (Treatment groups 1 & 2)
CT Grant Scheme. Overall, the uptake of the grant scheme was 95 percent. The grant
scheme was not provided to 3 CTs allocated to the supply-side treatment arm – 2 in
Lucknow and 1 in Kanpur – because they were closed for refurbishment.12 : Table 4
shows the percentage of CTs that selected each grant choice by city: around 80% of
CTs selected either repairs or deep cleaning. Although all CTs allocated to the supplyside intervention selected the optimal grant choice, the take-up of the grant was not
universal. From the 68 CTs allocated to the supply-side intervention, we were only able
to provide the grant to 95.7%. We were not able to carry out the works in 3 CTs because
they were temporarily closed.
Table 4: Selection of grant choice and uptake
Repairs
Lucknow
Kanpur
Total

14
14
28 (41.2%)

Deep
cleaning
9
19
28 (41.2%)

Training + cleaning
agents and tools
9
3
12 (17.7%)

Grant scheme
uptake
30 (93.8%)
35 (97.2%)
65 (95.7%)

We asked caretakers at endline if they recall whether the CT where they work received a
grant scheme to improve cleanliness and quality. Table 5 shows the percentage of
caretakers that reply “No” or “Yes” to the question by city and treatment arm. In total,
almost 1 year after the grant scheme, 89% of caretakers allocated to either the supply or
supply plus information treatment arms were able to recall the grant scheme. The
percentage of caretakers recalling the grant scheme is larger in Kanpur than in Lucknow
(95 percent vs. 81 percent). We also asked caretakers whether they knew of any other
CT receiving a grant scheme from us. We find that only 5 percent of caretakers heard of
another CT receiving a grant scheme.
Table 5: Caretaker’s recall of grant scheme at Endline

Lucknow
Kanpur
Total

No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes

Supply
1 (5.3%)
18 (94.7%)
3 (16.7%)
15 (83.3%)
4 (10.8%)
33 (89.2%)

Information + Supply
3 (18.8%)
13 (81.3%)
1 (5.3%)
18 (94.7%)
4 (11.4%)
31 (88.6%)

Total
4 (11.4%)
31 (88.6%)
35 (100%)
33 (89.2%)
8 (11.1%)
64 (88.9%)

CT Financial Reward Scheme. Two months after the CT Grant Scheme, we announced
the Financial Reward Scheme. From month 6 and every two months until the end of the
study, our partner FINISH paid the financial reward to those CTs that achieve the
conditionality, which was determined based on CT observations we collected. The last
payment of the financial reward (payment 4) was done after the study’s end-line survey.
12

We could still consider these CTs as treated because of the works conducted on them.
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Table 5 shows the uptake of the Financial Reward Scheme, including the announcement
and all payment rounds. In general, the uptake is almost perfect. 97% of caretakers
(100% in Kanpur and 94% in Lucknow) were available and/or willing to listen to the initial
announcement of the scheme. The uptake of the first payment is on average 97% and
95% during the following rounds, again with higher uptake in Kanpur than in Lucknow
throughout. The main reason for the imperfect uptake is the change of caretakers. When
caretakers were leaving the CT13, FINISH was announcing the scheme to the new
caretaker and paying the incentive in the following round. There was no case in which a
caretaker moved from a treated CT to work to a control CT. In a few cases, the CT was
temporarily close and/or no caretaker was assigned to work on it.
Table 6: Financial Reward Scheme uptake
Announcement

Payment 1

Payment 2

Payment 3

Lucknow

31 (93.9%)

31 (93.9%)

31 (93.9%)

31 (93.9%)

Kanpur

37 (100%)

37 (100%)

35 (94.6%)

35 (94.6%)

Total

68 (97.1%)

68 (97.1%)

66 (94.3%)

66 (94.3%)

4.1.2 Information campaign (Treatment group 2 only)
Door-to-door campaign and provision of leaflets. The door-to-door campaign and
provision of leaflets was conducted three times: at the end of the baseline, rapid
assessment and mid-line surveys. We were able to conduct the information session and
leave a leaflet in almost all households surveyed across the three rounds and allocated
to the supply plus information arm: provided to 432 HHs (99.5% of eligible were treated)
after the baseline survey, 441 HHs (99.1% of eligible were treated) after the rapid
assessment and 507 HHs (99% of eligible were treated) after the midline survey. Due to
an error in the field, 12 HHs allocated to control (2.1% of HHs in this arm) and 6 HHs
(1.2% of HHs in this arm) received the information campaign after the rapid assessment.
We are confident that this small contamination rate does not threat the internal validity of
our estimates. No contamination happened at later stages.
Posters. All CTs allocated to the supply-side plus information treatment arm always had
the informative posters on their walls. Twice per month, we visited all CTs to corroborate
that all 5 posters were properly pasted in the CT walls. In case a poster fell or was in bad
shape, we replaced it with a new one.
Table 7 shows evidence of households in the study recalling being exposed to the
information campaign. Households allocated to the information campaign were 9 ppts
(16% over control mean) more likely to report hearing a message about water, sanitation
and hygiene (WASH) through communication technologies; 16 ppts (48% over control
mean) more likely to report seeing these messages in the community toilet; 7 ppts (28%
over control mean) more likely to report being visited by an agent talking about WASH or
the construction of toilets; and 6 ppts (18% over control mean) more likely to report
hearing of events organized in the community about WASH.

We paid the financial reward to old caretakers, as long as they were reachable and willing to
arrange the payment.
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Table 7: Exposure to information campaign
Control
mean
(1)

Supply-side
Coef. SE
(2)
(3)

Supply-side + Info
Coef.
SE
(4)
(5)

Obs.
(6)

Heard messages
0.57
0.02
0.03
0.09
0.02
9780
***
CT posters
0.33
0.02
0.03
0.16
0.03
6716
Visited
0.25
0.01
0.02
0.07***
0.02
9780
***
Community activity
0.32
0.02
0.02
0.06
0.02
9780
Note. Sample includes all data rounds. Exposure to posters in the CT was only collected at
midline and endline rounds. All specifications include round dummies and strata variables as
control: (i) city and (ii) managed by main provider. Standard errors clustered by CT catchment
area. Statistical significance denoted by * p<0.1, ** p<0.05 and *** p<0.01.
***

Control mean are provided because households randomly allocated to “Control” or
“Supply-side only” could have been exposed to information about water, sanitation and
hygiene (WASH) provided by other agents (other NGOs or government). For example,
as part of the Swatch Bharat Mission, there are some CTs that already had posters
highlighting the importance of adequate sanitation.
In light of the significant effort conducted by the Government of India to provide
information on WASH through the Swachh Bharat mission, as reflected by the high
report of exposure in control and supply-side only areas (columns 1 and 2), it is
reassuring to see that our intervention had an impact over and above their efforts.
Households randomly allocated to our information campaign, were more likely to recall
receiving information about WASH through all means (voice messages, CT posters,
household visits and community activities).
Voice messages. We sent voice messages to all mobile phones provided at baseline for
each household allocated to the supply-side plus information treatment arm. We
measure if messages where listened and for how long. The program we use to
systematically send sends voice messages via calls to all mobile phones in the sample
provides data on: (i) whether the mobile number was valid or not; (ii) whether the call
was answered or not; and (iii) how many minutes was the call answered. The uptake of
this component is surprisingly high. The left panel in Figure 11 shows that households
listened on average to 7 of the 10 monthly rounds of messages. The right panel in Figure
11 shows that households in general listened to a good proportion of the message. More
than 20% of the private and public health information messages, as well as supply-side
messages, were heard. This percentage drops after round 4, exactly when we start
repeating the sequence of messages. The finding that households in control areas listen
to a larger proportion of messages sent is mechanical, as their messages were shorter.
Using the average time listened of each message, we can determine the exact
information that participants heard. Doing so is useful for 2 reasons. For one, we know
which part of the information households heard and second, we can check whether
treated households were exposed to the message sent to supply only and control
households. If they were, we could be certain that any observed differences in behaviour
was due to the key message delivered only to the supply + information treated
households. Unfortunately, they did not listen long enough to be exposed to the
information provided to supply only and control (as that part of the message was added
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in the end). Therefore, we cannot rule out that control and supply-side participants
changed their knowledge, attitudes and behaviour as a result of greater salience of the
opening hours of the CTs (control message) and learning that the CT received aid
(supply-side).
Figure 11: Descriptive statistics about voice messages

Note: The left figure indicates the number of rounds at least one HH member answered
message by HH. The right figure shows the mean proportion of message listened across
message categories and rounds.

4.2 Impact analysis
This section presents the main effects of the intervention. For a more detailed definition
of primary and secondary outcomes, refer to the pre-analysis plan for the definition (see
Appendix B).
4.2.1 Descriptive statistics and balance tables
This section provides descriptive statistics (i.e. means and standard deviations) at
baseline, as well as balance tests for primary and secondary outcomes, also performed
using pre-intervention data. Please refer to Appendix B – Pre-Analysis Plan for a detailed
description of how we collect and measure each of the outcome variables.
Table 8 uses data from the CT census, providing important characteristics of community
toilets in Lucknow and Kanpur. The analysis is separated by selection into the study
(pay-to-use, located close to a residential area, used by residents and not another payto-use community toilet within 300 meters), or not selected. More than 60% of CTs
selected for the study are managed by the main provider of CT services in the region
(73% in Lucknow and 59 % in Kanpur). Selected CTs are all located in a residential area,
around 30% are surrounded by market area and street vendors, though in both cities
these shares are lower for selected than not selected CTs. Approximately 80% of CTs
are near a road and 20% near a government office. 12% of the selected community
toilets are in a purely residential area. In line with our selection strategy, selected CTs
are more disperse than non-selected CTs – the former are on average located more than
500 meters away from the next closest pay-to-use CT.
Selected CTs are less frequently cleaned than non-selected CTs and a lower percentage
of selected CTs in Kanpur are frequently cleaned than Lucknow – 37% are cleaned more
than twice per day in Lucknow and only 17% in Kanpur. CTs are slightly smaller in
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Lucknow than in Kanpur in terms of defecation cubicles. Selected CTs have on average
13 defecation cubicles, slightly higher than that of non-selected CTs (~10 cubicles). On
average, 40% of cubicles in selected CTs are female only, slightly higher than nonselected CTs (~10%). The percentage of females’ cubicles in selected CTs in Lucknow
and Kanpur is similar. Around 35% of selected CTs have an area nearby used for open
defecation, compared to only around 20% in non-selected CTs. CTs are on average
open for 18 hours and employ two staff. In around 85% of cases, the caretaker lives on
the ground, implying that these CTs have always a worker present. CTs tend to rely on
an improved type of sanitation facility –more than 65% of CTs are pour-flush to
sewerage. Residents are the main users in a higher percentage of selected CTs
compared to non-selected CTs and in a higher percentage of selected CTs in Kanpur
compared to Lucknow –98 and 58%, respectively. While more than 80% of selected CTs
in Kanpur offer fee exemptions for females and children, only 17% of selected CTs in
Lucknow do so. On average, a low percentage of CTs offer a family pass – 4% in
selected CTs in Lucknow and 10% in Kanpur.
Table 8: Descriptive statistics of CT sample population, by city and study
participation

Toilet is pay-to-use
Total users
Manager: Main provider
Surrounding:
Residential
Surrounding: Market
Surrounding: Street
Vendors
Surrounding: Road
Surrounding:
Government office
Surrounding: Only
residential
Distance to closest CT
Cleaned more than
twice per day
Total toilets
Female toilets (pct.
total)
OD area close

Total CT population
Selected Not
selected
(1)
(2)
1.00
0.85
(0.0)
(0.4)
231.41
246.38
(324.9)
(294.3)
0.66
0.58
(0.5)
(0.5)
0.99
0.81

Lucknow
Selected Not
selected
(3)
(4)
1.00
0.85
(0.0)
(0.4)
308.04
264.40
(399.7)
(309.4)
0.73
0.60
(0.4)
(0.5)
0.98
0.65

Kanpur
Selected
(5)
1.00
(0.0)
157.61
(209.8)
0.59
(0.5)
1.00

Not
selected
(6)
0.85
(0.4)
118.57
(61.3)
0.56
(0.5)
0.99

(0.1)
0.33
(0.5)
0.33

(0.4)
0.42
(0.5)
0.49

(0.1)
0.33
(0.5)
0.38

(0.5)
0.57
(0.5)
0.66

(0.0)
0.33
(0.5)
0.28

(0.1)
0.25
(0.4)
0.31

(0.5)
0.84
(0.4)
0.25
(0.4)

(0.5)
0.69
(0.5)
0.36
(0.5)

(0.5)
0.85
(0.4)
0.29
(0.5)

(0.5)
0.81
(0.4)
0.55
(0.5)

(0.5)
0.83
(0.4)
0.21
(0.4)

(0.5)
0.56
(0.5)
0.15
(0.4)

0.12

0.21

0.12

0.10

0.12

0.33

(0.3)
0.54
(0.4)
0.26

(0.4)
0.30
(0.4)
0.77

(0.3)
0.55
(0.6)
0.37

(0.3)
0.39
(0.6)
0.64

(0.3)
0.53
(0.3)
0.17

(0.5)
0.20
(0.1)
0.90

(0.4)
13.00
(5.6)
0.40

(0.4)
10.64
(6.2)
0.36

(0.5)
12.52
(4.8)
0.39

(0.5)
10.02
(5.6)
0.35

(0.4)
13.45
(6.3)
0.42

(0.3)
14.10
(8.4)
0.41

(0.1)
0.35

(0.1)
0.19

(0.1)
0.35

(0.1)
0.18

(0.1)
0.36

(0.1)
0.24
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Total hours open
Employees: Staff
Employee present:
Always
Sanitation: pour-flush to
sewerage
Main users: Residents
Fee exemption:
children and females

Total CT population
Selected Not
selected
(1)
(2)
(0.5)
(0.4)
17.77
18.29
(1.5)
(1.6)
1.85
2.28
(0.7)
(1.0)
0.86
0.74
(0.3)
(0.4)

Lucknow
Selected Not
selected
(3)
(4)
(0.5)
(0.4)
18.42
18.44
(1.6)
(1.6)
1.85
2.30
(0.8)
(1.0)
0.85
0.72
(0.4)
(0.5)

Kanpur
Selected
(5)
(0.5)
17.16
(1.1)
1.86
(0.7)
0.88
(0.3)

Not
selected
(6)
(0.4)
17.48
(1.4)
2.19
(1.0)
0.86
(0.4)

0.69

0.65

0.67

0.63

0.71

0.76

(0.5)
0.76
(0.4)
0.53
(0.5)

(0.5)
0.56
(0.5)
0.20
(0.4)

(0.5)
0.52
(0.5)
0.17
(0.4)

(0.5)
0.24
(0.4)
0.13
(0.3)

(0.5)
0.98
(0.1)
0.86
(0.4)

(0.4)
0.85
(0.4)
0.62
(0.5)

Fee charged as
0.07
0.07
0.04
0.01
0.10
0.13
monthly family pass
Note. Standard deviations in parenthesis. Because this table presents descriptive statistics from
the CT census, the number of total users is based on the caretaker’s report.

Table 9 uses the slum census data and presents descriptive statistics (i.e. means and
standard deviations) of important socio-economic and demographic characteristics of the
full sample population of slum dwellers in Lucknow and Kanpur, by eligibility for the
study. Around 20% and 27% of households living in the cities’ slums are eligible to be
part of our study in Lucknow and Kanpur, respectively. The final sample of eligible
households to be interviewed as part of our study is a random draw of these total eligible
households by catchment area, implying that our sample is representative of this group.
By construction, eligible households are those that use CTs or any other sanitation
solution besides private latrines and who are not planning to migrate during the following
18 months (the duration of the study). In 72% of eligible households in Lucknow at least
one member uses CTs, and this is the case in 63% of eligible households in Kanpur. In
34% of eligible households in Lucknow at least one member practices open defecation
compared to 37% of eligible households in Kanpur. While around 10% of eligible
households own a toilet, almost all non-eligible households own a private toilet. Eligible
households live on average 20 meters closer to the CT than non-eligible households,
who live on average 160 meters away from the closest CT.
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Table 9: Descriptive statistics of HH sample population, by city and eligibility

HH uses CT
HH practices OD
Owns a toilet
Distance to closest CT
HH members: Total
HH members: No children
<5y
Household head male
Age of the household head
Religion: Hindu
Cast: General
Ration card: No
Own mobile: HH heads or
oldest HH members

Total population
Eligible Noneligible
(1)
(2)
0.66
0.01
(0.5)
(0.1)
0.36
0.01
(0.5)
(0.1)
0.12
0.99
(0.3)
(0.1)
141.32
163.38
(94.2)
(98.0)
4.88
5.10
(2.1)
(2.3)
0.69
0.73
(0.5)
(0.4)
0.79
0.80
(0.4)
(0.4)
44.56
47.62
(12.5)
(12.8)
0.83
0.74
(0.4)
(0.4)
0.08
0.20
(0.3)
(0.4)
0.39
0.39
(0.5)
(0.5)
0.65
0.72

(0.5)
0.68
(0.5)
Dwelling from strong
0.57
material
(0.5)
Water: Piped
0.68
(0.5)
Observations
5,554
Note. Standard deviation in parenthesis.
Ownership: Own

(0.4)
0.80
(0.4)
0.86
(0.3)
0.71
(0.5)
22,493

Lucknow
Eligible Noneligible
(3)
(4)
0.72
0.01
(0.4)
(0.1)
0.34
0.01
(0.5)
(0.1)
0.10
0.99
(0.3)
(0.1)
143.99
169.33
(98.6)
(103.8)
4.91
5.22
(2.1)
(2.4)
0.66
0.71
(0.5)
(0.5)
0.77
0.77
(0.4)
(0.4)
43.29
47.30
(12.3)
(12.5)
0.75
0.69
(0.4)
(0.5)
0.08
0.22
(0.3)
(0.4)
0.38
0.32
(0.5)
(0.5)
0.68
0.73

Kanpur
Eligible
(5)
0.63
(0.5)
0.37
(0.5)
0.14
(0.3)
139.93
(91.8)
4.87
(2.1)
0.71
(0.5)
0.81
(0.4)
45.21
(12.5)
0.87
(0.3)
0.08
(0.3)
0.39
(0.5)
0.63

Noneligible
(6)
0.01
(0.1)
0.01
(0.1)
0.99
(0.1)
159.24
(93.6)
5.02
(2.2)
0.74
(0.4)
0.83
(0.4)
47.84
(13.0)
0.79
(0.4)
0.19
(0.4)
0.44
(0.5)
0.71

(0.5)
0.64
(0.5)
0.60
(0.5)
0.84
(0.4)
1,891

(0.5)
0.71
(0.5)
0.56
(0.5)
0.60
(0.5)
3,663

(0.5)
0.78
(0.4)
0.86
(0.3)
0.55
(0.5)
13,244

(0.4)
0.85
(0.4)
0.87
(0.3)
0.93
(0.3)
9,249

On average, both eligible and non-eligible households have five members, around 70%
do not have children and in near 80% the household head is a man. Eligible and noneligible households differ in a number of socio-demographic characteristics. Eligible
households have younger heads (4 year younger in Lucknow and 3 in Kanpur), a higher
prevalence of household heads that are Hindu (6 and 8 pp higher in Lucknow and
Kanpur, respectively) and a lower prevalence of household heads belonging to the
general caste (14 and 11 pp lower in Lucknow and Kanpur, respectively). While in
Lucknow a higher percentage of eligible households do not own a ration card (38%
versus 32%), this is the opposite in Kanpur (39% versus 44%). Several characteristics
suggest that eligible households are less well off. While in 65% of households the head
or the oldest members own a mobile, this is the case for 70% of non-eligible households
(similar across both cities). Similarly, a lower percentage of eligible households own the
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dwelling they are living in (21 and 7 pp difference in Lucknow and Kanpur, respectively)
and have a dwelling of strong material (27 and 30 pp difference in Lucknow and Kanpur,
respectively). While in Lucknow a lower percentage of eligible households have access
to piped water (84% versus 93%), this is the opposite in Kanpur (60% versus 55%).
Table 10 presents balance test for primary outcomes at the household level, Table 11
presents balance test for secondary outcomes at the household level, and Table 12
presents balance test for primary and secondary outcomes at CT level. Each table
presents in column (1) the mean and standard deviation of the variable when sample is
restricted to the control group only. In column (2), for each individual and household
outcomes, we begin by testing for balance on the joint treatment groups versus the
control group, while in columns (3) and (4), we look at balance specifically within each
treatment group. In column (5), we then test for jointly-significance of differences
estimated in column (3) and (4). A similar procedure is followed for catchment-area-level
outcomes. Overall, results show that randomization was successful in creating
observationally equivalent groups.
Table 10: Balance test: primary outcomes at household level
(1)
Control

WTP CT use - male
WTP CT use - female
Hypothetical WTP - male
Hypothetical WTP - female
Members used at least once CT
(any group)
All members always use CT
Members practice at least once
OD (any group)

Mean
[sd]
1.482
[2.048]
1.367
[2.018]
5.608
[3.046]
5.401
[3.066]
0.819

(2)
Any
treatment
Diff.
(se)
-0.054
(0.168)
-0.061
(0.153)
-0.151
(0.251)
-0.195
(0.257)
0.013

(3)
Treatment1:
SS
Diff
(se)
0.081
(0.197)
-0.166
(0.165)
-0.158
(0.303)
-0.175
(0.310)
-0.006

(4)
Treatment 2:
SS + Info
Diff
(se)
-0.190
(0.213)
0.040
(0.208)
-0.145
(0.308)
-0.214
(0.277)
0.032

(5)
Joint
test 1-2
p-value
[N]
0.517
[1304]
0.521
[1381]
0.834
[1304]
0.732
[1381]
0.648

[0.385]
0.224
[0.418]
0.322

(0.045)
-0.008
(0.028)
-0.033

(0.053)
-0.010
(0.034)
0.014

(0.047)
-0.007
(0.031)
-0.078

[1572]
0.957
[1572]
0.181

[0.468]
(0.050)
(0.061)
(0.053)
[1572]
37.959
-2.569
-1.698
-3.396
0.547
[13.614] (2.811)
(3.360)
(3.091)
[1551]
% users paid within 1 hour
0.645
-0.010
-0.052
0.031
0.440
[0.306]
(0.057)
(0.069)
(0.062)
[1531]
WTP CT cleanliness - male
12.718
-0.513
-1.270
0.248
0.220
[11.935] (0.752)
(0.902)
(0.859)
[1304]
WTP CT cleanliness - female
12.044
-0.848
-0.958
-0.742
0.434
[10.521] (0.662)
(0.785)
(0.743)
[1381]
Note. Column (1) reports sample mean and standard deviation in brackets for the control group.
Column (2) reports the difference with the control group with all treatment groups pooled together
using an OLS regression of the correspondent outcome on the treatment indicator. Columns (3)-(4)
report the difference with the control group for each treatment group. Standard errors clustered at
community toilet level are reported in parentheses. Column (5) present a joint test of significance of
the coefficients for each treatment dummy. Significance level indicated by: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, *
p<0.1.
Number of CT users within 1 hour
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Similarly, secondary outcomes are also generally well balanced. We only find three
minor deviations. For one, the indicator whether the respondent washes his/her hands
after defecating is slightly higher in the Supply only treatment groups, significant only at
the 10 percent level and not jointly significant. The household dirtiness index is slightly
lower when pooling the two treatments and compare to control. Finally, the only
imbalance that holds through when conducting the joint F-test is in the variable capturing
knowledge of private health benefits from sanitation where we find that the supply only
treatment group has a 0.037 points lower index value compared to control. The
magnitude of the difference, which is significant at the five percent level, is hence not
very big. We conclude, that we have overall a very well-balanced sample considering the
primary and secondary outcomes of our study.
Table 11: Balance test: secondary outcomes at household level
(1)
Control

Respondent and spouse wash
hands with soap after defecating
HH dirty index
At least 1 member with
diarrhoea during the previous 15
days
At least 1 member with fever
during last 15 days
Positive CT attitudes index
Diff in expected adult illness
likelihood between OD and CT
Diff in expected adult illness
likelihood between dirty and
clean CT
Diff in expected female unsafe
incidents likelihood between OD
and CT
Adequate knowledge of private
health index
Adequate knowledge of public
health index

Mean
[sd]
0.871

(2)
Any
treatment
Diff.
(se)
0.027

(3)
Treatment1
: SS
Diff
(se)
0.034*

(4)
Treatment 2:
SS + Info
Diff
(se)
0.020

(5)
Joint test
1-2
p-value
[N]
0.245

[0.335]
0.510
[0.290]
0.097

(0.018)
-0.042*
(0.024)
0.016

(0.020)
-0.042
(0.030)
0.001

(0.021)
-0.043
(0.027)
0.031

[1572]
0.207
[1574]
0.265

[0.297]
0.214

(0.019)
-0.013

(0.021)
-0.011

(0.022)
-0.014

[1574]
0.883

[0.410]
0.575
[0.152]
0.626

(0.026)
0.002
(0.013)
0.013

(0.030)
-0.011
(0.016)
0.008

(0.029)
0.015
(0.014)
0.017

[1574]
0.207
[1574]
0.811

[0.365]
0.723

(0.023)
-0.016

(0.030)
-0.014

(0.026)
-0.017

[1574]
0.744

[0.334]
0.767

(0.020)
0.040

(0.025)
0.044

(0.024)
0.035

[1574]
0.321

[0.367]
0.907

(0.026)
-0.020

(0.031)
-0.037**

(0.029)
-0.002

[1574]
0.097*

[0.196]
0.846

(0.013)
-0.008

(0.018)
-0.028

(0.013)
0.012

[1574]
0.192

[0.216]
(0.016)
(0.021)
(0.017)
[1574]
Note. Column (1) reports sample mean and standard deviation in brackets for the control group. Column
(2) reports the difference with the control group with all treatment groups pooled together using an OLS
regression of the correspondent outcome on the treatment indicator. Columns (3)-(4) report the difference
with the control group for each treatment group. Standard errors clustered at community toilet level are
reported in parentheses. Column (5) present a joint test of significance of the coefficients for each
treatment dummy. Significance level indicated by: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.
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Table 12 finally shows balancedness in CT level outcomes and again, we see that our
study sample is also nicely balanced at this level. The only imbalance we observe is for
the percentage of time that a caretaker spends on cleaning, which is five pp lower in the
supply only treatment arm, significant at the 5% level. This difference comes through
when pooling the treatments but is not jointly significant when estimating the
balancedness equation with both treatment indicators.
Table 12: Balance test: primary and secondary outcomes at CT level
(1)
Control

Total number of users
% users that pay
Dirtiness index
Bad quality index
Bacteria found: E-coli
Bacteria count: E-coli
Bacteria found: Bacillus
Bacteria count: Bacillus
Bacteria found: Mould
Bacteria found: Staphyl
Bacteria found: Salmonella
Bacteria found: Klebsiella
% time allocated to
clean/supervise cleaner
% time allocated to collect
fees
CT cleaned at least twice per
day

Mean
[sd]
37.410
[13.331]
0.672
[0.304]
0.312
[0.279]
0.394
[0.194]
1.000
[0.000]
64.987
[46.492]
0.974
[0.160]
12.004
[7.692]
0.872
[0.339]
0.641
[0.486]
0.308
[0.468]
0.564
[0.502]
0.483

(2)
Any
treatment
Diff.
(se)
-0.391
(3.065)
-0.041
(0.053)
0.002
(0.049)
0.013
(0.038)
0.000
(0.000)
2.154
(6.832)
0.011
(0.027)
0.783
(1.215)
-0.003
(0.065)
-0.034
(0.078)
-0.061
(0.088)
-0.011
(0.053)
-0.041*

(3)
Treatment1
: SS
Diff
(se)
-1.361
(3.604)
-0.085
(0.061)
0.026
(0.058)
0.034
(0.044)
0.000
(0.000)
5.148
(8.023)
-0.005
(0.032)
0.838
(1.430)
-0.051
(0.076)
-0.090
(0.091)
0.016
(0.102)
-0.027
(0.063)
-0.051*

(4)
Treatment 2:
SS + Info
Diff
(se)
0.552
(3.575)
0.001
(0.061)
-0.021
(0.057)
-0.008
(0.044)
0.000
(0.000)
-0.753
(7.959)
0.026
(0.031)
0.730
(1.419)
0.044
(0.076)
0.020
(0.090)
-0.136
(0.101)
0.003
(0.062)
-0.031

(5)
Joint test
1-2
p-value
[N]
0.868
[108]
0.293
[108]
0.727
[108]
0.620
[108]
.
[108]
0.737
[108]
0.581
[108]
0.812
[108]
0.476
[108]
0.459
[108]
0.278
[108]
0.875
[108]
0.161

[0.136]
0.356

(0.023)
-0.009

(0.027)
-0.018

(0.027)
-0.001

[108]
0.639

[0.108]
0.868

(0.017)
-0.028

(0.020)
-0.015

(0.020)
-0.040

[108]
0.890

[0.343]
(0.073)
(0.085)
(0.085)
[107]
0.735
-0.003
-0.013
0.007
0.870
[0.187]
(0.033)
(0.038)
(0.038)
[108]
Note. Column (1) reports sample mean and standard deviation in brackets for the control group. Column
(2) reports the difference with the control group with all treatment groups pooled together using an OLS
regression of the correspondent outcome on the treatment indicator. Columns (3)-(4) report the difference
with the control group for each treatment group. Standard errors clustered at community toilet level are
reported in parentheses. Column (5) present a joint test of significance of the coefficients for each
treatment dummy. Significance level indicated by: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.
CT adequate cleaning index
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4.2.2 Research analyses
The evaluation design for the comparison of different interventions examines differences
in outcomes across individuals and households living in catchment areas (clusters,
sometimes referred to as communities) assigned to different treatment groups. Since
these areas were allocated at random to different treatment groups, they are expected to
be identical on average on all their other characteristics, observed or unobserved. A
simple comparison of households across clusters gives us the impact on household-level
outcomes of implementing one versus another intervention. Similarly, a comparison of
cluster-level outcomes across clusters assigned to different treatment groups identifies
the effect for cluster-level outcomes.
We start by focusing on the general effect of improving the quality of supply – without
(group 1) or with providing information to the households in study clusters (group 2). For
individual and household outcomes, let T1im and T2im be indicator variables that takes
value 1 if respondent (or household) i lives in a catchment area m assigned to groups 1
or 2 respectively, and equal to 0 if respondent i lives in a catchment area m that is part of
the catchment areas assigned to the control group. In order to estimate the effect of the
interventions on the outcome Yimt at time t, we estimate the following model:
𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝛼𝛼 + 𝛽𝛽1 𝑇𝑇1𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝛽𝛽2 𝑇𝑇2𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝑿𝑿′𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝛾𝛾 + 𝜃𝜃𝑚𝑚 + 𝜏𝜏𝑡𝑡 + 𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

(1)

where 𝑿𝑿′𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 is a vector of controls, including household and individual characteristics,
and geographical control variables. 𝜃𝜃𝑚𝑚 are strata dummy variables capturing the
dimensions along which the randomization was stratified. τt are dummy variables
capturing time-specific effects. εim is a residual idiosyncratic error term picking up
unobserved determinants of the outcome of interest, clustered at the catchment area
level since this was the unit of randomisation.

The impact on outcome Yimt of improving the supply provision is given by β1 and the
impact of improving supply combined with providing information about the importance of
improved sanitation practices is given by β2.
Similarly, for catchment-area-level outcomes, we can estimate the effect of providing
information comparing outcomes among catchment areas allocated to different treatment
groups. We estimate the effect of interventions using the following equation:
𝑌𝑌𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = 𝛼𝛼 + 𝛽𝛽1 𝑇𝑇1𝑚𝑚 + 𝛽𝛽2 𝑇𝑇2𝑚𝑚 + 𝑿𝑿′𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝛾𝛾 + 𝜃𝜃𝑚𝑚 + 𝜏𝜏𝑡𝑡 + 𝜀𝜀𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 (2)

where 𝑿𝑿′𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 is a vector of community characteristics and εmt is an error term idiosyncratic
to the catchment area. The interpretation of coefficients is similar to the one presented
for the individual and household outcomes, and the same set of p-values with be
provided.
Following work by (Mckenzie 2011) for outcomes with high autocorrelation, we run an
ANCOVA specification as a robustness check, where we account for the baseline value
of the outcomes considered, namely Yim,t0. Denoting t > 0 as the follow-up periods and t0
as the baseline period, the model is:
𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 = 𝛼𝛼 + 𝛽𝛽1 𝑇𝑇1𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 + 𝛽𝛽2 𝑇𝑇2𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 + 𝑿𝑿′𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡0 𝛾𝛾 + 𝛿𝛿𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡0 + 𝜃𝜃𝑚𝑚 + 𝜏𝜏𝑡𝑡 + 𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
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(3)

We also study heterogeneous treatment effects. To this purpose, for each sub-group k in
the variable for which we want to study heterogeneity in the effect, we define an indicator
dik that takes value 1 if household/individual i belong to sub-group k and 0 otherwise. For
binary indicators, the sub-group definition is straightforward. For non-binary dimensions
of interest, we split into sub-groups based on the median of the distribution.
For individual and household outcomes, similarly to the previous section we then
estimate the following model, where the impact on outcome Yimt of each treatment in
sub-group k as opposed to the main effect is given by β1k, β2k:
𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝛼𝛼 + 𝛽𝛽1 𝑇𝑇1𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝛽𝛽2 𝑇𝑇2𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + � 𝛽𝛽1𝑘𝑘 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑇𝑇1𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + � 𝛽𝛽2𝑘𝑘 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑇𝑇2𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + � 𝜂𝜂𝑘𝑘 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 +

+𝑿𝑿′𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝛾𝛾 + 𝜃𝜃𝑚𝑚 + 𝜏𝜏𝑡𝑡 + 𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

(4)

𝑘𝑘

𝑘𝑘

𝑘𝑘

where 𝑿𝑿′𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 is a vector of controls and εimt is a residual idiosyncratic error term picking up
unobserved determinants of the outcome of interest. Similarly, to the main specification,
we estimate this specification both for individual post-baseline measurements (allowing
estimates to change not only with respect to k, but also with respect to t), and for all postbaseline measurements (t > 0). As for our main specification, we use the ANCOVA
specification as our preferred model. We present p-values of the null hypotheses that
𝛽𝛽1𝑘𝑘 = 0, 𝛽𝛽2𝑘𝑘 = 0, suggesting no heterogeneous effects are present.
For community-level outcomes, for each sub-group k in the variable for which we want
to control for heterogeneity in the effect, we define an indicator dk that takes value 1 if
community m belongs to sub-group k and 0 otherwise. We can then estimate the effect
of providing information using the following equation:
𝑌𝑌𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = 𝛼𝛼 + 𝛽𝛽1 𝑇𝑇1𝑚𝑚 + 𝛽𝛽2 𝑇𝑇2𝑚𝑚 + ∑𝑘𝑘 𝛽𝛽1𝑘𝑘 𝑑𝑑𝑘𝑘 𝑇𝑇1𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 + ∑𝑘𝑘 𝛽𝛽2𝑘𝑘 𝑑𝑑𝑘𝑘 𝑇𝑇2𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 + ∑𝑘𝑘 𝜂𝜂𝑘𝑘 𝑑𝑑𝑘𝑘 + 𝑿𝑿′𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝛾𝛾 + 𝜃𝜃𝑚𝑚 +
(5)
𝜏𝜏𝑡𝑡 + 𝜀𝜀𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

where 𝑿𝑿′𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 is a vector of community characteristics and εmt is an error term idiosyncratic
to the community. For all household/individual level models, we cluster standard errors at
the catchment area level to correct for serial correlation within clusters.
This methodology allows identifying the effects of the interventions on selected
outcomes, guarantee internal validity of estimates. In terms of external validity,
implementing the intervention in two cities only could reduce the heterogeneity of the
sample studied. However, as discussed in Section 2.1, the setting shares many common
features with other cities in Asia and South-East Asia, guaranteeing a good degree of
external validity.
4.2.3 Results
In this section we present the main results of our study, focusing on the main impacts on
the primary and secondary outcomes detailed in the Pre-Analysis Plan. In summary, we
do not find a sustained impact on the willingness-to-pay and usage of community toilets
from our intervention. We do find a positive impact on the expectation of illness from
unsafe sanitation practices, awareness of health risks from open defecation and the
report of hand washing with soap.
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We first show results pooling together all rounds of follow-up data (rapid assessment,
midline and endline) and then show dynamics in impacts on primary outcomes by
showing results by follow-up. We show results from our pre-specified estimation model,
which controls for gender of the respondent, round dummies and strata variables (city
and managed by main CT provider). Columns (1) to (4) show estimates of a linear
regression model and column (6)-(9) shows estimates of an ANCOVA model for
robustness. Columns (1)-(2) and (6)-(7) shows the estimates of the effect of the supplyside treatment and columns (3)-(4) and (8)-(9) show estimates of the effect of the supplyside plus information treatment.
Table 13 presents the average impacts of the intervention on primary outcomes at the
household level. Please refer to Appendix B – Pre-Analysis Plan for a detailed
description of how we collect and measure each of the outcome variables. The primary
outcomes are: willingness to pay (WTP) for using the closest community toilet;
willingness to pay for a hypothetical community toilet of high-standard (Hypo WTP); the
amount donated for cleanliness of the closest community toilet (CT clean donate);
indicator capturing whether all members of the household always use the community
toilet (Always use); indicator capturing whether at least one member of the household
uses the community toilet (Use CT); and, an indicator capturing whether at least one
member of the household practices open defecation (OD). Estimating the effects both
without and with an ANCOVA model, we find that, on average, the supply-side
intervention alone and complemented by the information campaign had no effect on
primary outcomes over the period of study.
When estimating the impact of the treatments on the main primary outcome willingness
to pay separately by data collection round, we observe that the estimated coefficients
vary over time. Figure 12 plots the estimated coefficients of a linear regression of
willingness to pay on the supply-side treatment alone and complemented by the
information campaign at baseline (BL), rapid assessment (FU1), midline (ML) and
endline (EL). We include confidence intervals at the 90 percent level. We find a shortterm negative effect on WTP. On average, the treatment lowered the WTP for CT usage
by Rs 0.2 (17 percent higher than the control mean). This negative effect is more
precisely estimated for the supply-side treatment complemented by information and
remains negative for a longer period of time in this treatment arm. Notably, the negative
effect is not sustained over the longer-term in either treatment arm. We hypothesize this
short-term effect to the grant scheme, which was implemented right before the rapid
assessment.
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Table 13: Impact on primary outcomes
No ANCOVA
SS

ANCOVA
SS + Info

Coef.

SE

Coef.

SE

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

WTP

0.05

0.09

-0.12

Hypo WTP

-0.00

0.14

0.01

CT clean donate

-0.46

0.40

Always use CT

-0.02

0.04

Use CT

-0.02

OD

0.02

Obs.

SS

SS + Info

Obs.

Coef.

SE

Coef.

SE

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

0.09

8808

0.01

0.09

-0.12

0.09

6464

0.13

8812

-0.14

0.14

-0.04

0.12

6468

-0.07

0.42

8808

-0.44

0.41

0.17

0.43

6464

-0.04

0.04

9392

-0.02

0.04

-0.04

0.03

7796

0.05

-0.02

0.05

9392

-0.02

0.03

-0.04

0.03

7796

0.05

-0.04

0.04

9392

0.02

0.04

-0.02

0.03

7796

Note. All specifications include gender of the respondent, round dummies and strata variables as
control: (i) city and (ii) managed by main provider. WTP and information about CT fees collected at the
individual level for the most senior men and women present in the household. Sanitation behaviour
measured for each gender group in the household. Sample includes all data rounds. Columns (5) and
(10) show the number of gender-household-round observations. Sample size varies due to availability
of the most senior women and men when eliciting WTP. Standard errors clustered by CT catchment
area. Statistical significance denoted by * p<0.1, ** p<0.05 and *** p<0.01. See Appendix B for details
about variables and measurement.

In line with a crowding-out hypothesis, slum dwellers may be less willing to privately
contribute to a public good that received external aid for its operation and maintenance.
The information campaign could have affected negatively the extent to which households
internalize the negative externalities from inadequate sanitation behaviour. The
messages provided could have increased the awareness of community toilets as a public
good. For example, households may be more aware that even if they use the CTs, but
their neighbour does not, the environmental quality of their community will not improve.
Individuals are not able to enforce adequate sanitation behaviour of their neighbours in
such setting. The awareness of such coordination problem may decrease even further
their private willingness to pay and use of CTs and increase their demand for public
intervention.

-1 -.8 -.6 -.4 -.2

0
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1

Figure 12: Impact on WTP by data collection round

SS

SS+Info
BL
ML

FU1
EL

Note. All specifications include gender of the respondent and strata variables as control: (i) city
and (ii) managed by main provider. Standard errors clustered by CT catchment area. Confident
intervals at the 90 percent level included.
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Table 14 presents the main impact of the intervention on primary outcomes when pooling
together the treatment arms, thereby increasing power. Estimating the effects both
without and with an ANCOVA model while we find a significant negative short-term
impact (not shown) but no effect on primary outcomes over the period of study.
Table 14: Impact on primary outcomes, pooled treatment
No ANCOVA
ANCOVA
Coef.
SE
Obs.
Coef.
SE
Obs.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
WTP
-0.04
0.07
8808
-0.05
0.08
6464
Hypo WTP
0.00
0.12
8812
-0.09
0.11
6468
CT clean donate
-0.26
0.37
8808
-0.13
0.38
6464
Always use CT
-0.03
0.03
9392
-0.03
0.03
7796
Use CT
-0.02
0.04
9392
-0.03
0.02
7796
OD
-0.01
0.04
9392
0.00
0.03
7796
Note. All specifications include gender of the respondent, round dummies and strata variables as control:
(i) city and (ii) managed by main provider. WTP and information about CT fees collected at the individual
level for the most senior men and women present in the household. Sanitation behaviour measured for
each gender group in the household. Sample includes all data rounds. Columns (5) and (10) show the
number of gender-household-round observations. Sample size varies due to availability of the most
senior women and men when eliciting WTP. Standard errors clustered by CT catchment area. Statistical
significance denoted by * p<0.1, ** p<0.05 and *** p<0.01. See Appendix B for details about variables
and measurement.

Table 15 presents the main impact of the intervention on secondary outcomes at the
household level. The secondary outcomes include: an indicator of whether the
respondent and spouse washed their hands with soap after defecating the last time
(Hand-wash soap); an index capturing observed dirtiness in the household (HH dirty); an
indicator of whether at least one household member had diarrhoea during the 2 weeks
prior to the survey (Diarrhoea); the amount spent on CT fees during the month prior to
the survey (CT spent); an index capturing positive attitudes towards CTs (CT + attitude);
the difference in expected adult and child illness incidence between a community
practicing open defecation and one practicing CT (Adult ill and Child ill OD-CT); the
difference in expected adult and child illness incidence between a community using a
dirty and a clean CT (Adult ill and Child ill dirty-clean); and an index capturing knowledge
of private and public health risks from open defecation (OD health risk).
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Table 15: Impact on HH secondary outcomes
No ANCOVA
SS

ANCOVA
SS + Info

Obs.

Coef.

SE

Coef.

SE

SS

SS + Info

Coef.

SE

Coef.

SE

Obs.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

Hand-wash soap

0.02*

0.01

0.01

0.01

4890

0.02**

0.01

0.02**

0.01

4056

HH dirty

-0.03

0.02

0.01

0.02

4890

-0.03

0.02

0.01

0.02

4056

Diarrhoea

0.02

0.01

-0.01

0.01

4890

0.02

0.02

-0.01

0.01

4056

CT spent (log)
CT + attitude

-0.15
-0.01

0.22
0.02

0.17
0.01

0.19
0.01

4485
4890

-0.20
-0.01

0.18
0.01

0.08
0.01

0.15
0.01

3677
4056

Adult ill OD-CT

-0.00

0.01

0.02

0.01

4890

-0.00

0.02

0.02

0.01

4056

Child ill OD-CT

0.07

0.04

0.03

0.03

4890

0.08

0.05

0.04

0.04

4056

Adult ill CT dirty-clean

-0.04

0.03

-0.01

0.02

4890

-0.04

0.03

-0.01

0.02

4056

Child ill CT dirty-clean

0.04

0.03

0.05**

0.02

4890

0.04

0.03

0.06**

0.03

4056

OD private health risk

0.01

0.02

0.05**

0.02

4890

0.00

0.02

0.04*

0.02

4056

OD public health risk

0.01

0.02

-0.03

0.03

4890

-0.00

0.03

-0.03

0.03

4056

Note. All specifications include round dummies and strata variables as control: (i) city and (ii) managed by
main provider. Sample includes all data rounds. Columns (5) and (10) show the number household-round
observations. Standard errors clustered by CT catchment area. Statistical significance denoted by * p<0.1,
** p<0.05 and *** p<0.01. See Appendix B for details about variables and measurement.

We find that both treatment arms increased hand-washing with soap by 2 pps, translated
into a 2% increase from an already high control mean (95%). The supply-side plus
information treatment arm increased by 6 pps (7% higher than control mean) the
difference in expected child illness between a community using a dirty CT and a
community using a clean CT. The supply-side plus information treatment arm also
increased by 4 pps (6% higher than control mean) the index capturing knowledge of
private health risks from open defecation.
We find that the impact of the intervention on hand-washing with soap varies over time.
We estimate the impact by data collection round using the same approach as discussed
for our primary measure WTP. As shown in Figure 13, we find that the effect is positive
and statistically significant during the rapid assessment and midline rounds, but nil at
endline. The effect of the supply-side treatment arm is not statistically different from the
supply-side plus information treatment arm. We therefore attribute this effect to the grantscheme, which distributed soap and dispensers in community toilets. The positive effect
at midline could also be attributed to the incentive scheme, which rewarded caretakers if
their community toilets had soap available. However, the nil effect at endline suggests
that any potential influence of the incentive scheme was not sustained over time.
Table 16 presents the impact of the intervention on secondary outcomes at the
household level pooling together the supply-side and supply-side plus information
treatment arms. We find that the intervention increased hand-washing with soap by 2
pps and increased by 5 pps the difference in expected child illness between a community
using a dirty CT and a community using a clean CT. The positive impact on knowledge
of private health risks from open defecation is not statistically significant anymore;
evidence of the impact being driven by the information campaign.
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Figure 13: Impact on hand-washing by data collection round
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Note. All specifications include strata variables as control: (i) city and (ii) managed by main
provider. Standard errors clustered by CT catchment area. Confident intervals at the 90 percent
level included.

Table 16: Impact on secondary outcomes, pooled treatment
No ANCOVA
ANCOVA
Coef.
SE
Obs.
Coef.
SE
Obs.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
Hand-wash soap
0.02*
0.01
4890
0.02**
0.01
4056
HH dirty
-0.01
0.02
4890
-0.01
0.02
4056
Diarrhoea
0.01
0.01
4890
0.01
0.01
4056
CT spent (log)
0.01
0.17
4485
-0.05
0.14
3677
CT + attitude
-0.00
0.01
4890
0.00
0.01
4056
Adult ill OD-CT
0.01
0.01
4890
0.01
0.01
4056
Child ill OD-CT
0.05
0.03
4890
0.06
0.04
4056
Adult ill CT dirty-clean
-0.02
0.02
4890
-0.03
0.02
4056
Child ill CT dirty-clean
0.04**
0.02
4890
0.05**
0.02
4056
OD private health risk
0.03
0.02
4890
0.02
0.02
4056
OD public health risk
-0.01
0.02
4890
-0.01
0.02
4056
Note. All specifications include gender of the respondent, round dummies and strata variables as control: (i)
city and (ii) managed by main provider. WTP and information about CT fees collected at the individual level
for the most senior men and women present in the household. Sanitation behaviour measured for each
gender group in the household. Sample includes all data rounds. Columns (5) and (10) show the number of
gender-household-round observations. Sample size varies due to availability of the most senior women and
men when eliciting WTP. Standard errors clustered by CT catchment area. Statistical significance denoted
by * p<0.1, ** p<0.05 and *** p<0.01. See Appendix B for details about variables and measurement.

We finally provide households with the opportunity to fill-in “voice-to-the-people” style of
cards, in which they are given the possibility to report the most important concerns from
a set of different topics to local public officers. Table 17 shows the impact of the
treatment arms on this measure of political salience. Each outcome measures whether
the household reported that specific issue as the most salient in their community. We
can see that both treatment arms decreased the likelihood of a household reporting that
the community is dirty as their primary concern by 7pps (18 percent lower than the
control mean) and increased the likelihood of reporting that the community toilet is dirty
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as their primary concern by 5 pps (60 percent higher than the control mean). Pooling
both treatment arms increases the precision of the estimated effects to a 5 percent
significance level. Notably, there are no effects on the political salience of other issues
that slum dwellers face unrelated to the intervention.
Table 17: Impact on political salience, pooled treatment arms

Children ill
Limited water
Community dirty
Poor roads
Waste
CT dirty
No jobs
Poor healthcare
Poor lighting

Coef.
(1)
0.01
-0.04
-0.07**
0.03
-0.00
0.05**
0.00
-0.01
0.00

se
(2)
0.02
0.03
0.04
0.02
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.01
0.01

Obs.
(5)
1580
1580
1580
1580
1580
1580
1580
1580
1580

Note. All specifications include strata variables as control: (i) city and (ii) managed by main provider.
Data collected only at midline. Column (5) shows the number of households. Standard errors clustered
by CT catchment area. Statistical significance denoted by * p<0.1, ** p<0.05 and *** p<0.01. See
Appendix B for details about variables and measurement.

We next turn to impacts of the interventions at the community toilet level. Table 18
presents impacts on primary outcomes, including: the number of users entering the
defecation cubicles in the lapse of 1 hour and the percentage that pay the fee; an index
capturing observed dirtiness in the compound area and in the cubicles; an index
capturing observed bad quality of the CT infrastructure; and, the count of E-coli colonies
and number of bacteria types found in the CT compound and cubicles. We find that the
supply-side plus information arm increased the percentage of users that pay by 9 pps.
This result remains robust using the ANCOVA model. When disaggregating by gender,
we find that both male and female users drive the effect, though the effect in the
percentage of males paying is more precisely estimated. When estimating the impact of
the intervention on the percentage of users that pay to use the CT separately by data
collection round, we observe an interesting pattern, shown in Figure 14. We find nil
effects during the first follow-up, which happened right after the grant scheme, but a
positive effect once the incentive scheme was announced and implemented. The
positive effect is sustained throughout the duration of the incentive scheme, a finding
more consistent for the supply plus information treatment arm.
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Table 18: Impact on CT primary outcomes

Users
% users pay
Dirty compound
Dirty cubicles
Bad quality
infrastructure
E-coli count
Bacteria type

No ANCOVA
SS
Coef. SE
(1)
(2)
-3.01 2.09
0.06
0.05
-0.03 0.02
-0.04 0.03
-0.03 0.04

SS + Info
Coef. SE
(3)
(4)
-0.24 2.25
0.09* 0.05
-0.02 0.02
-0.02 0.03
-0.04 0.04

Obs.

-0.37
-0.04

0.23
0.02

1.58
0.05

1.63
0.06

SS + Info
Coef. SE
(8)
(9)
-0.43 2.15
0.09* 0.05
-0.02 0.02
-0.01 0.02
-0.05 0.04

Obs.

(5)
542
542
542
539
541

ANCOVA
SS
Coef. SE
(6)
(7)
-3.03 2.15
0.04
0.05
-0.01 0.02
-0.01 0.02
-0.02 0.04

543
543

-0.61
-0.05

0.25
0.01

535
535

1.57
0.05

1.64
0.06

(10)
528
528
528
520
527

Note. Sample including all data collection rounds. All specifications include round dummies as well as
strata variables as control: (i) city and (ii) managed by main provider. Standard errors clustered by CT
catchment area. Statistical significance denoted by * p<0.1, ** p<0.05 and *** p<0.01. See Appendix B for
details about variables and measurement.
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Figure 14: Impact on % users that pay by data collection round

SS

SS+Info
BL
FU2
FU4

FU1
FU3-ML
FU5-EL

Note. All specifications include strata variables as control: (i) city and (ii) managed by main
provider. Standard errors clustered by CT catchment area. Confident intervals at the 90
percent level included.

Based on our Theory of Change, one could expect the treatments to increase the
valuation of CTs, hence the willingness to pay and the use of CTs while paying the fee.
Because we do not find an increase in the willingness to pay for CTs, the rationale of our
Theory of Change is not at play. On the one hand, the positive impact on the percentage
of people that pay may be a result of the decrease in the number of users (denominator),
though this latter effect is no statistically significant. On the other hand, the positive
impact on the percentage of people that pay may be a result of an increase in the actual
number of people that pay when using the CT. While the financial reward component
may have incentivized caretakers to collect fees to achieve the conditionality criteria, our
data available does not reveal any effects of the treatments on caretaker’s behaviour. An
alternative explanation for an increase in the number of users that pay is that the
information campaign reinforced the need to pay fees for households that were already
regular users of the CT.
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Focusing on the first follow-up round, right after the grant scheme, we also find that the
treatment decreased by 0.24 the number of bacteria species. Restricting the sample to
the second follow-up, right after the announcement of the incentive scheme, we find that
the treatment decreased the observed dirtiness of the CT compound. Perhaps the
expectation of receiving an extrinsic reward improved the caretakers’ effort to keep the
CT clean. This was better achieved in the compound area in which the caretaker has
better control over the cleanliness, since the cubicles are constantly in use and its
cleanliness depends more on the users’ behaviour.
Table 19 presents the impact of the intervention on secondary outcomes measured at
the community toilet level, including: the percentage of time that caretakers report
allocating to cleaning or supervising the cleaner and collecting fees; an indicator of
whether the caretaker reports the CT is cleaned at least twice per day; an index
capturing reported adequate cleaning of the CT; and, the amount donated by the
caretaker to a sanitation project as a proxy for pro-social motivation. We find nil effects of
the intervention on these secondary outcomes. Focusing on the first follow-up round,
right after the grant scheme, we find that the treatments increased by 6pps the
percentage of time that caretakers report allocating to cleaning or supervising the
cleaner and collecting fees. Yet, restricting the sample to the second follow-up, right after
the announcement of the incentive scheme, we find that the treatments decreased by
6pps the percentage of time that caretakers report allocating to cleaning or supervising
the cleaner. The magnitude and statistical significance is higher for the estimated effect
of the supply plus information treatment.
Table 19: Impact on CT secondary outcomes
No ANCOVA
SS

ANCOVA
SS + Info

Obs.

SS

SS + Info

Obs.

SE
(7)
0.02

Coef.
(8)
-0.02

SE
(9)
0.02

(10)
527

% cleaning

Coef.
(1)
-0.03

SE
(2)
0.02

Coef.
(3)
-0.02

SE
(4)
0.02

(5)
541

Coef.
(6)
-0.02

% collecting fees

0.00

0.02

0.02

0.02

541

0.00

0.03

0.02

0.02

527

Clean >= 2x
Adequate
cleaning
Donation to
sanitation

-0.03
-0.01

0.08
0.01

-0.02
0.01

0.07
0.01

542
542

-0.05
-0.01

0.08
0.01

-0.02
0.00

0.07
0.01

528
528

-2.06

3.05

-2.81

2.86

542

-3.57

2.80

-3.16

2.77

528

Note. Sample including all data collection rounds. All specifications include round dummies as well as
strata variables as control: (i) city and (ii) managed by main provider. Standard errors clustered by CT
catchment area. Statistical significance denoted by * p<0.1, ** p<0.05 and *** p<0.01. See Appendix B for
details about variables and measurement.

When pooling together the supply-side alone and supply-side plus information treatment
arms, the positive effect on the proportion of users that pay in the ANCOVA model
becomes more precisely estimated (Table 20). We find nil effects on other primary and
secondary outcomes.
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Table 20: Impact on secondary outcomes, pooled treatment

Users
% users pay
Dirty compound
Dirty cubicles
Bad quality infrastructure
E-coli count
Bacteria type
% cleaning
% collecting fees
Clean >= 2x
Adequate cleaning

No ANCOVA
Coef.
SE
(1)
(2)

Obs.
(3)

ANCOVA
Coef.
SE
(4)
(5)

Obs.
(6)

-1.63
0.08*
-0.02
-0.03
-0.04
-0.07
-0.01
-0.02
0.01
-0.03
0.00

542
542
542
539
541
543
543
541
541
542
542

-1.48
0.08**
-0.02
-0.01
-0.03
-0.17
-0.02
-0.02
0.01
-0.03
-0.00

528
528
528
516
527
535
535
527
527
528
528

1.89
0.04
0.02
0.02
0.03
1.40
0.05
0.01
0.02
0.07
0.01

1.91
0.04
0.02
0.02
0.03
1.40
0.05
0.01
0.02
0.07
0.01

Note. Sample including all data collection rounds. All specifications include round dummies as well as
strata variables as control: (i) city and (ii) managed by main provider. Standard errors clustered by CT
catchment area. Statistical significance denoted by * p<0.1, ** p<0.05 and *** p<0.01. See Appendix B
for details about variables and measurement.

4.2.4 Heterogeneity of impacts
In this section we present evidence of heterogeneous effects on primary outcomes
following dimensions detailed in the Pre-Analysis Plan and pooling together all follow-up
survey rounds. All heterogeneity dimensions are balanced at baseline. There is a small
imbalance in community trust, but it disappears when pooling together the supply-side
and supply plus info treatment arms. 14 Individual-level dimensions include gender and
baseline willingness to pay. Household-level dimensions include: baseline open
defecation practice, knowledge of health risks linked to open defecation, assets and trust
on the community to keep the CT clean. CT-level dimensions include: baseline
cleanliness and quality. Tables 14 to 22 show the estimated heterogeneous effects by
stratifying the sample and column (9)-(10) show the p-value of the estimated interaction
between the supply-side and supply-side plus information treatment arms, respectively,
with each dimension.
Table 21 shows heterogeneous effects along the gender dimension. Columns (1) to (4)
show the estimated effect of the treatment for women and column (5) to (8) for men. We
can observe that both treatments decreased the likelihood of women reporting that they
use the community toilet. Excluding the Endline survey round, we find that both
treatments decreased men’s WTP for CT usage in the short-run – the magnitude is
larger during the rapid assessment. There are nil effects on women’s WTP for CT usage
in every follow-up round.

We measure trust by asking the question: I’d like to ask you how much you trust people from
your community to keep the community clean. Could you tell me whether you trust people from
your community completely, somewhat, not very much or not at all to keep the community clean?

14
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Table 21: Heterogenous impact by gender of respondent
Women

Men

Interaction

SS
Coef.

SE

SS + Info
Coef. SE

SS
Coef.

SE

SS + Info
Coef.
SE

SS
SS + I
p-value

WTP

(1)
0.08

(2)
0.10

(3)
-0.14

(4)
0.09

(5)
-0.06

(6)
0.10

(7)
-0.09

(8)
0.12

(9)
0.14

(10)
0.62

Hypo WTP

-0.07

0.16

0.05

0.14

-0.21

0.16

-0.15

0.13

0.27

0.08

CT clean donate

-0.36

0.39

0.37

0.43

-0.52

0.53

-0.07

0.54

0.67

0.33

Always use CT

-0.02

0.04

-0.04

0.03

-0.02

0.04

-0.04

0.03

0.82

0.98

Use CT

-0.04

0.03

-0.05*

0.03

-0.01

0.04

-0.03

0.03

0.04

0.07

OD

0.02

0.04

-0.02

0.03

0.02

0.04

-0.02

0.03

0.78

0.99

Note. Sample includes all data rounds. All specifications include round dummies and strata variables
as control: (i) city and (ii) managed by main provider. Standard errors clustered by CT catchment area.
Roman and Wolf adjusted p-values will be available in an updated version of the report. See Appendix
B for details about variables and measurement.

Table 22 explores heterogeneous effects by baseline WTP for CT use. Columns (1) to
(4) show the estimated effect of the treatment for individuals with baseline WTP below
the median and column (5) to (8) for individuals with WTP above the median. There is no
heterogeneity along this dimension. Excluding the Endline survey round, we find a
negative effect of the supply-side plus information treatment on WTP only on individuals
with a low baseline WTP.
Table 22: Heterogenous impact by WTP
Low WTP

High WTP

Interaction

WTP

SS
Coef.
(1)
0.03

SE
(2)
0.10

SS + Info
Coef.
SE
(3)
(4)
-0.13
0.10

SS
Coef.
(5)
-0.02

SE
(6)
0.14

SS + Info
Coef. SE
(7)
(8)
-0.09 0.14

SS
SS + I
p-value
(9)
(10)
0.73
0.71

Hypo WTP

-0.14

0.18

-0.02

0.13

-0.13

0.16

-0.06

0.16

0.98

0.80

CT clean donate

-0.56

0.44

0.41

0.51

-0.19

0.58

-0.30

0.49

0.51

0.23

Always use CT

-0.04

0.04

-0.04

0.04

-0.01

0.05

-0.04

0.04

0.70

0.94

Use CT

-0.02

0.04

-0.04

0.03

-0.05

0.05

-0.04

0.03

0.55

0.86

OD

0.01

0.04

-0.02

0.03

0.05

0.05

0.01

0.03

0.41

0.25

Private latrine
-0.03 0.02 0.01
0.02 -0.00
0.02
-0.00 0.02 0.34
0.54
Note. Sample includes all data rounds. All specifications include gender of the respondents, round dummies
and strata variables as control: (i) city and (ii) managed by main provider. Standard errors clustered by CT
catchment area. Roman and Wolf adjusted p-values will be available in an updated version of the report. See
Appendix B for details about variables and measurement.

Table 23 explores heterogeneous effects by baseline practice of open defecation.
Columns (1) to (4) show the estimated effect of the treatment for households not practicing
OD and columns (5) to (8) for households practising OD. For households not practicing
OD at baseline, the supply-side treatment decreased the WTP for a hypothetical highquality CT. Notably, the supply-side plus information treatment arm decreased the
likelihood of reporting using the CT (every household member and at least one member),
but increased the likelihood of reporting having a private latrine. For households practicing
OD at baseline, the supply-side plus information treatment arm decreased their WTP,
though the estimated interaction term is not statistically significant (column 10).
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Table 23: Heterogenous impact by OD
No OD

OD

Interaction

WTP

SS
Coef.
(1)
-0.00

SE
(2)
0.10

SS + Info
Coef.
SE
(3)
(4)
-0.05
0.11

SS
Coef.
(5)
0.05

SE
(6)
0.12

SS + Info
Coef.
SE
(7)
(8)
-0.30** 0.12

SS
SS + I
p-value
(9)
(10)
0.68
0.16

Hypo WTP

-0.34**

0.16

-0.11

0.14

0.29

0.22

0.02

0.19

0.03

0.56

CT clean
donate
Always use
CT
Use CT

-0.46

0.50

-0.01

0.50

-0.17

0.45

0.28

0.54

0.63

0.50

-0.03

0.04

-0.07**

0.03

0.01

0.05

0.00

0.06

0.48

0.22

-0.01

0.03

-0.04*

0.02

-0.03

0.05

-0.05

0.07

0.77

0.99

OD

0.00

0.03

-0.01

0.02

0.04

0.08

-0.03

0.09

0.55

0.86

Private latrine

-0.01

0.01

0.03

0.02

-0.04

0.02

-0.04

0.03

0.25

0.05

*

*

Note. Sample includes all data rounds. All specifications include gender of the respondents, round
dummies and strata variables as control: (i) city and (ii) managed by main provider. Standard errors
clustered by CT catchment area. Coefficients estimated through ANCOVA models. Roman and Wolf
adjusted p-values will be available in an updated version of the report. See Appendix B for details about
variables and measurement.

Table 24: Heterogenous impact by knowledge of OD health risks

WTP
Hypo WTP
CT clean donate
Always use CT
Use CT
OD
Private latrine

Not perfect knowledge
SS
SS + Info
Coef.
SE
Coef. SE
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
-0.04
0.11 -0.15
0.11
-0.34** 0.17 -0.15
0.16
-0.34
0.53 0.07
0.51
-0.02
0.04 -0.04
0.04
0.01
0.04 -0.02
0.03
0.01
0.04 -0.03
0.03
-0.01
0.02 0.02
0.03

Perfect knowledge
SS
SS + Info
Coef. SE
Coef.
SE
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
0.06
0.10 -0.09
0.11
0.10
0.20 0.09
0.16
-0.53 0.54 0.28
0.54
-0.03 0.05 -0.05
0.03
**
-0.07 0.04 -0.06
0.03
0.03
0.05 0.00
0.03
-0.02 0.02 0.01
0.02

Interaction
SS
SS + I
p-value
(9)
(10)
0.36
0.61
0.07
0.26
0.76
0.74
0.91
0.88
0.05
0.31
0.46
0.19
0.58
0.81

Note. Sample includes all data rounds. All specifications include gender of the respondents, round dummies
and strata variables as control: (i) city and (ii) managed by main provider. Standard errors clustered by CT
catchment area. Coefficients estimated through ANCOVA models. Roman and Wolf adjusted p-values will be
available in an updated version of the report. See Appendix B for details about variables and measurement.

Table 24 explores heterogeneous effects by baseline knowledge of the health risks
linked to practicing open defecation. Columns (1) to (4) show the estimated effect of the
treatment for households with knowledge below the median and columns (5) to (8) for
households with knowledge above the median of the distribution. For households with
low knowledge of OD risks, the supply-side treatment decreased the WTP for a
hypothetical high-quality CT. For households with high knowledge of OD risks, the
treatments decrease their likelihood of reporting using the CT (at least one household
member).
Table 25 explores heterogeneous effects by baseline wealth. Columns (1) to (4) show
the estimated effect of the treatment for households with an asset index below the
median of the distribution and columns (5) to (8) for households with asset index above
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the median. For wealthier households, the supply-side plus information treatment arm
decreased the likelihood of reporting using the CT (every household member and at
least one member), but increased the likelihood of reporting having a private latrine.
Perhaps the information campaign drove an increase in construction and adoption of
private latrines in household not facing a liquidity constraint.
Table 25: Heterogenous impact by wealth
Low asset

High asset

Interaction

WTP

SS
Coef.
(1)
0.05

SE
(2)
0.11

SS + Info
Coef. SE
(3)
(4)
-0.08 0.12

SS
Coef.
(5)
-0.05

SE
(6)
0.11

SS + Info
Coef.
SE
(7)
(8)
-0.18
0.11

SS
SS + I
p-value
(9)
(10)
0.51
0.50

Hypo WTP

-0.01

0.19

0.03

0.16

-0.30*

0.17

-0.09

0.19

0.23

0.76

CT clean donate

-0.62

0.47

0.11

0.52

-0.15

0.55

0.35

0.52

0.54

0.78

Always use CT

-0.01

0.04

0.01

0.04

-0.04

0.04

-0.12

0.03

0.40

0.00

Use CT

-0.01

0.04

-0.01

0.03

-0.04

0.04

-0.08

0.03

0.63

0.15

OD

0.02

0.04

-0.04

0.04

0.01

0.04

0.00

0.02

0.77

0.19

Private latrine

-0.03

0.02

-0.02

0.02

-0.00

0.02

0.06

0.03

0.25

0.01

*

***
**

**

Note. Sample includes all data rounds. All specifications include gender of the respondents, round dummies
and strata variables as control: (i) city and (ii) managed by main provider. Standard errors clustered by CT
catchment area. Coefficients estimated through ANCOVA models. Roman and Wolf adjusted p-values will be
available in an updated version of the report. See Appendix B for details about variables and measurement.

Table 26: Heterogenous impact by community trust
No trust
SS
Coef.
SE
(1)
(2)
0.03
0.14
-0.39* 0.20
-0.76
0.61

SS + Info
Coef. SE
(3)
(4)
0.03
0.16
-0.17
0.16
0.41
0.75

Trust
SS
Coef.
(5)
-0.04
-0.03
-0.16

SE
(6)
0.09
0.16
0.45

SS + Info
Coef.
SE
(7)
(8)
-0.19*
0.10
0.00
0.14
0.07
0.45

Interaction
SS
SS + I
p-value
(9)
(10)
0.59
0.19
0.07
0.41
0.31
0.71

WTP
Hypo WTP
CT clean
donate
Always use
-0.05
0.05
-0.01
0.04 -0.01
0.04 -0.06*
0.03 0.56
0.19
CT
Use CT
-0.06
0.06
0.02
0.04 -0.01
0.03 -0.06** 0.03 0.43
0.02
OD
0.03
0.06
-0.06
0.04 0.01
0.03 0.00
0.03 0.91
0.03
Private latrine -0.01
0.02
-0.03
0.02 -0.02
0.02 0.02
0.02 0.58
0.04
Note. Sample includes all data rounds. All specifications include gender of the respondents, round
dummies and strata variables as control: (i) city and (ii) managed by main provider. Standard
errors clustered by CT catchment area. Coefficients estimated through ANCOVA models. Roman
and Wolf adjusted p-values will be available in an updated version of the report. See Appendix B
for details about variables and measurement.

Table 26 explores heterogeneous effects by baseline trust on the community to keep it
clean. Columns (1) to (4) show the estimated effect of the treatment for households with
no trust in the community and columns (5) to (8) for households with trust in the
community. For households with low trust in their community, the treatments decreased
their WTP for a hypothetical high-quality CT. For households with trust in the community,
the supply-side plus information treatment arm decreased their WTP for CT usage and
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the likelihood of reporting using the CT (every household member and at least one
member), but increased the likelihood of reporting having a private latrine.
Table 27 explores heterogeneous effects by cleanliness of the community toilet.
Columns (1) to (4) show the estimated effect of the treatments for households located
close to a CT with a dirtiness index below the median and columns (5) to (8) for
households located close to a CT with a dirtiness index above the median of the
distribution. For households close to a clean CT, the treatments decreased their
likelihood of reporting using the CT (every household member and at least one member)
and increased the likelihood of reporting practising open defecation.
Table 27: Heterogenous impact by CT cleanliness

WTP
Hypo WTP
CT clean
donate
Always use
CT
Use CT
OD
Private latrine

Clean CT
SS
Coef.
SE
(1)
(2)
0.15
0.14
-0.28
0.20
-0.65
0.45

SS + Info
Coef.
SE
(3)
(4)
-0.15
0.13
-0.14
0.15
0.67
0.58

Dirty CT
SS
Coef. SE
(5)
(6)
-0.15 0.09
-0.16 0.20
-0.20 0.66

SS + Info
Coef.
SE
(7)
(8)
-0.11
0.13
-0.02
0.16
-0.29
0.63

Interaction
SS
SS + I
p-value
(9)
(10)
0.11
0.77
0.58
0.39
0.51
0.27

-0.10*

0.06

-0.09*

0.04

0.04

0.05

-0.01

0.04

0.06

0.15

-0.10*
0.11*
-0.03

0.06
0.06
0.02

-0.09**
0.03
0.01

0.04
0.04
0.03

0.03
-0.05
-0.01

0.04
0.04
0.02

-0.00
-0.05
0.01

0.03
0.03
0.02

0.05
0.02
0.76

0.06
0.10
0.98

Note. Sample includes all data rounds. All specifications include gender of the respondents, round dummies
and strata variables as control: (i) city and (ii) managed by main provider. Standard errors clustered by CT
catchment area. Coefficients estimated through ANCOVA models. Roman and Wolf adjusted p-values will be
available in an updated version of the report. See Appendix B for details about variables and measurement.

Table 28: Heterogenous impact by CT quality

WTP
Hypo WTP
CT clean donate
Always use CT
Use CT
OD
Private latrine

Good quality CT
SS
SS + Info
Coef.
SE
Coef. SE
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
0.06
0.16 -0.13 0.11
-0.37
0.22 -0.25 0.18
-0.37
0.54 0.59
0.57
-0.06
0.05 -0.06 0.04
-0.05
0.04 -0.03 0.04
0.07
0.05 0.02
0.05
-0.05** 0.02 -0.03 0.02

Bad quality CT
SS
SS + Info
Coef. SE
Coef. SE
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
-0.05 0.11 -0.07 0.13
0.09
0.16 0.23
0.15
-0.12 0.52 -0.15 0.56
0.01
0.05 -0.03 0.04
0.00
0.05 -0.05 0.04
-0.04 0.05 -0.05 0.04
0.00
0.02 0.05* 0.03

Interaction
SS
SS + I
p-value
(9)
(10)
0.55
0.89
0.13
0.09
0.89
0.28
0.34
0.62
0.40
0.83
0.12
0.31
0.08
0.04

Note. Sample includes all data rounds. All specifications include gender of the respondents, round dummies
and strata variables as control: (i) city and (ii) managed by main provider. Standard errors clustered by CT
catchment area. Coefficients estimated through ANCOVA models. Roman and Wolf adjusted p-values will
be available in an updated version of the report. See Appendix B for details about variables and
measurement.

Table 28 explores heterogeneous effects by infrastructure quality of the community toilet.
Columns (1) to (4) show the estimated effect of the treatments for households located
close to a CT with a bad quality index below the median and columns (5) to (8) for
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households located close to a CT with a bad quality index above the median of the
distribution. There is no major heterogeneity along this dimension. For households close
to a CT of good quality, the supply-side treatment arm decreases their likelihood of
having a private latrine. In the same line, for households close to a CT of bad quality, the
supply-side plus information treatment arm increases the likelihood of having a private
latrine.

5. Cost analysis
The interventions are implemented by our partners FINISH and Morsel. We present in
Table 29 a summary of the costing associated with each activity by providing a
breakdown of costs associated with the implementation of both the supply side
intervention and the information campaign. Apart from total intervention cost, we are
providing unitary cost at the CT level since the supply side intervention is targeting 70
CTs, while the information campaign is targeting only 35 CTs. In addition, we provide
unitary cost per eligible household and person (see eligibility criteria in Section 2), and
per household and person living in proximity of the CT. In each slum, there are on
average 49 eligible households (240 people), and a total of 249 households (1,261
people) living in proximity of the CT.
Table 29: Cost analysis
Total
expenditure
(INR)

Cost (US$)
Per
Per
eligible
CT
hh

Per
eligible
person

Per
hh

Per
person

Grant scheme

728,000.00

145.60

2.97

0.61

0.58

0.12

Incentives

269,000.00

53.80

1.10

0.22

0.22

0.04

50,000.00

20.00

0.41

0.08

0.08

0.02

Door-to-door campaign

440,770.00

176.31

3.60

0.73

0.71

0.14

Text messages

21,661.82

8.66

0.18

0.04

0.03

0.01

638,500.00

127.70

2.61

0.53

0.51

0.10

2,147,931.82

532.07

10.86

2.22

2.14

0.42

Intervention
Supply side intervention (70 CTs)

Information campaign intervention
(35 CTs)
Design and Printing of Information
Material

Intervention management (70 CTs)
Human resources
Total cost of interventions

Note. For conversion of Indian Rupees into US Dollars, we assume an exchange rate of 0.014 INR/US$.
Door-to-door information campaign includes transportation costs.
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6. Discussion
This study makes several contributions to the existing literature. First, it provides the first
documentation of WTP for CT access, thereby complementing research on the effect of
prices on adoption of preventive health technologies, by expanding the evidence base to
CTs. Second, it contributes to the literature on the determinants of WTP for and adoption
of sanitation technologies, by providing evidence on the role of supply-side factors or
supply-side factors plus information in influencing WTP. Beyond its academic
contributions, this paper informs pricing policy, helping to determine the feasibility of
projects and guiding the magnitude and targeting of potential discounts and socially
equitable subsidies. The findings contribute to the on-going debate of whether goods
with public health implications should be priced or not.

6.1 Policy and programme relevance: evidence uptake and use
Public, non-profit and private organizations working on sanitation access are essential
actors (independently as well as jointly) in creating and implementing solutions that
pursue SDG #6: “Ensure availability and sustainable management of water and
sanitation for all”. Therein, we assume that appropriate guidance on what constrains
access to and adoption of sanitation facilities is important to address which different
intervention approaches are effective and can increase short- and long-term wellbeing of
beneficiaries.
Reducing disease burden in low and middle-income countries requires the identification
of barriers to access and adoption of products, technologies, and solutions. Our study is
particularly important for the public management of slums in major cities. According to
UN-HABITAT, a prosperous city is one that provides productivity, infrastructure and
development, quality of life, equity and social inclusion and environmental sustainability.
This study provides an insight on the understanding of the determinants of WTP for
improved sanitation and on the understanding how life within slums is particularly
important for promoting social inclusion and environmental sustainability.
To begin with, the interventions studied do not translate into an increase in the
willingness to pay (WTP) for community toilet use during the whole duration of the study,
suggesting that neither the supply side intervention, nor the information campaign have
an impact on the WTP. If any, while the supply side intervention leads to small
(insignificant) increases in WTP, we do observe short-run negative effects on WTP
driven by supplementing the supply side interventions with the information campaign.
The information campaign could have affected negatively the extent to which households
internalize the negative externalities from inadequate sanitation behaviour. This effect is
associated with a significant increase in the share of users that pay the fee to use the
CT. This effect is driven by both male and female users, the effect for males is more
precisely estimated. On the one hand, the expectation and actual reception of a financial
reward conditional on keeping the CT clean and with available soap may have
incentivized caretakers to collect resources to achieve these goals. Hence, they become
less lenient with users that try to enter for free. On the other hand, the information
campaign may have reinforced the need to pay fees for households that were already
regular users of the CT.
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Secondly, we do not observe significant effects on self-reported CT use. While a larger
share of households reports exposure to the information campaign, gains in terms of
knowledge are very limited. The supply-side plus information treatment arm increases
knowledge of private health risks from open defecation, but none of the other dimensions
is increased significantly. Nevertheless, both treatment arms increased hand-washing
with soap, probably linked to soap availability in the CT driven by the supply-side
intervention and an increase in hygiene awareness from the information campaign. In
addition, the supply-side plus information treatment arm increased seems to have
affected expectations, for instance, the difference in expected child illness between a
community using a dirty CT and a community using a clean CT. Looking at CT-level
outcomes, we find nil effects of the intervention on caretakers’ behaviour, such the
percentage of time that caretakers report allocating to cleaning or supervising the
cleaner and collecting fees, whether the caretaker reports the CT is cleaned at least
twice per day, and a measure of whether the caretaker reported adequate cleaning of
the CT.
Even though we observe small changes in individual behaviour, we document that the
treatments increase the salience of CT cleanliness when reporting issues to
policymakers. When given the opportunity to fill-in “voice-to-the-people” style of cards, in
which they are given the possibility to report the most important concerns from a set of
different topics to local public officers, more treated households report the dirtiness of the
CT as their primary concern. This result highlights the role of policymakers in
guaranteeing cleanliness of CTs by solving the potential coordination problem in slums.

6.2 Challenges and lessons
A first set of challenges related to the study eligibility of households. Slum dwellers are
highly mobile. Tenure security is low due to lack of property rights, mostly in informal
settlements. Often slum dwellers move within the vicinity of the community, so the
mechanisms we put in place allowed us to track such households. However, between
surveys, many households moved away to other communities because of major public
construction works done in and near their slum. We were able to replace (at random)
some of these households. On the other extreme, some households stopped meeting all
eligibility criteria since they constructed private toilets and reported that all household
members use only this newly built latrine. While this implies that they are less likely to
move in the (near) future, our interventions became less impactful for their sanitation
behaviour.
A second challenge was to bring all stakeholders. The management of CTs in the two
cities is highly heterogeneous. Even if a large part of CTs are owned by one NGO, each
CT requires the engagement of the caretakers, the managers and the person in charge
from the owning organization that is managing the area. In particular, we faced a major
challenge in obtaining the final approval from all higher up management of CTs from
which we would offer bundles of tickets to the households structured in the WTP game.
Most stakeholders feared households getting used to not paying for the community toilet
and causing an undesired behavioural change. To deal with this, our partners in India
held several meetings with the stakeholders and the research team travelled to India to
hold in-person meetings to present the methodology used. We carefully explained that
the WTP game used as instrument was not giving away tickets for free, but people were
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choosing to either keep the money provided or giving it away (similar to paying) in order
to get the tickets. We also invited the stakeholders to witness a WTP game in a sampled
household. These activities led to the local government and NGO partner understanding
the mechanism behind our study to elicit WTP for community toilets and approved the
design to be implemented within their CTs.

7. Conclusions and recommendations
Understanding the suitability of shared sanitation facilities is central in a world in which
the pace of urbanization in the developing world is generating an increased number of
informal settlements. In this setting guaranteeing a viable standard of sanitation
infrastructure is not straightforward. Interventions from external agents aimed at
improving the quality of CTs, both from the supply and the demand side, can reduce
rather than increase the individual evaluation for the CT use. This suggests that
government- or NGO-managed interventions trying to address issues related to
sanitation in urban informal settlements should consider the crowding-out effect of
private contributions in response to an increased public investment. Policies targeting
improvements in quality of CTs are not financially viable, and therefore cannot self-fund
an improved standard in the long-run through an augmented WTP among users. Hence,
improvements require external subsidies. Given the increase in handwashing with soap
and our knowledge of the importance of this behaviour, these might be justified in light of
externalities associated with improved hygiene.
In response to the interventions, households demand for further public intervention
targeted at sanitation. This suggest that privately-oriented solutions to sanitation issues
in slums suffer from a coordination problem. Policies should therefore be accompanied
mechanisms favouring coordination among slum-dwellers or punishing free-riders.
Information campaigns targeted at the sensitization on the role of individual behaviour
within the communities have shown to have small impact on individual behaviour. An
information campaign in the current setting did not lead to important changes in
behaviour, while continued reminders (through voice messages) neither lead to
significant changes, despite a significant number of people listening to (parts) of the
messages.
Incentive mechanisms aimed at raising effort of caretakers have limited effects, probably
due to the limited control of the caretakers on the behaviour of slum dwellers.
Incentivizing cleanliness does not translate into improved quality, but it only creates
incentives for raising the share of slum dwellers that would pay the CT fee. There is a
clear demand by CT caretakers for additional support with repairs/hygiene
improvements/training. The average caretaker lacked the knowledge of how to properly
clean and the resources to keep the CT in a well-functioning state. However, the support
provided did not lead to significant longer-term improvements in the CTs. This points to
more structural problems that have to be addressed, such as continuous CT
maintenance. Providing financial incentives to the caretakers is not a potential solution to
these issues as our research reveals. Similarly, while the state and quality of
infrastructure is frequently mentioned as a determinant for use, pouring one-off
resources at the problem does not lead to a significant change in usage, which links
back to the need for longer-term solutions.
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Appendix A: Field notes from formative work
In the design phase of the project, we made use of qualitative methods to understand
constraints to usage of community toilets in slums. In particular, we used focus group
discussions (FGDs) of different user groups and open-ended interviews with CT
managers, caretakers and other community officials.
The FGDs aimed at collecting opinions from different groups of potential users. The
selection of respondents for group discussions was based on the following three criteria:
women and men aged 18-49 years, irrespective of current marital status; permanent
resident of the selected community; living in proximity of CTs. The conceptual framework
and the questions were framed based on the literature review of existing research done
specially in India. The following research domains have been analysed:
• Which are the priorities and demand for sanitation facilities?
• What are the perceptions and experiences of slum-dwellers regarding safety and
accessibility to water, sanitation and hygiene in public/community toilets?
• What are the gender barriers faced by women and girls in accessing
public/community toilet facilities, including gender-based violence?
• What are the various coping strategies adapted to overcome challenges faced
due to unsafe and inadequate sanitation facilities?
• What can be learnt from the existing models for acceptability and adaptability?
• What are the possible means to increase willingness to use (and possibly pay for
usage of) CTs?
• Could voucher packages for CT usage (such as monthly individual passes, or
weekly family passes, etc.) meet the demand of the poorest slum dwellers?
FDGs triggered further questions that led us to go back to the field and talk to
households, caretakers and managers/government officials. We hence conducted openended interviews in randomly selected slums and engaged with caretakers, managers of
CTs in those slums and government officials in charge of CTs. The main purpose of
discussing with households was to understand their knowledge and attitudes about open
defecation and gain further information in shaping the BCC campaign. Whereas the
discussion with caretakers was focused around improving maintenance and collecting
fees/monthly passes, further improving the design of the supply-side intervention.
During the open-ended interviews with slum dwellers, we structured the interview on the
following questions:
• What are the private consequences of practicing open defecation?
• What are the consequences on your family from neighbours practicing open
defecation?
• What does your community believe about open defecation and its
consequences?
During the open-ended interviews with the care-takers, we structured the interview on
the following questions:
• What are your concerns about the service provided by the CT?
• What do you think would increase the number of users?
• How could you increase usage and profits?
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•
•
•
•

What type of cleaning do you do and what type of cleaning is needed?
Do you need repairs? Do you need to paint walls?
Do you have a family pass system? For how many families?
Would you accept selling bundles of pay-as-you-go tickets to users?

During the open-ended interviews with managers and the government officials, we
structured the interview on the following questions:
• What do you think would increase the number of users?
• What are your concerns about the service provided by the CT?
• How could you increase usage and profits?
• Would you accept selling bundles of pay-as-you-go tickets to users?
The FGDs were implemented in the city of Lucknow. The selection of slums was based
on the CT census done by Morsel, whereby GPS readings were taken at the CT facility
and the slum (organized and unorganized) in closest proximity to the CT. These were
used to calculate the number of community toilets available and distances between the
houses and the CT facility. FGDs were organized according to ownership status of the
CTs, which are generally divided in two categories: run by the municipality (Lucknow
Municipal Corporation, Lucknow Development Agency, Uttar Pradesh New and
Renewable Energy) or run by NGOs. One CT from the municipal management model
and two managed by an NGO were randomly selected from a list of pay-to-use CTs. The
following CTs were selected:
- Vandemarket sawa market (owned by an NGO);
- Sahadatat ganj (owned by MP Fund / NGO);
- Udayganj (owned by Lucknow Municipal Corporation).
FGDs were implemented on April 19-22 2017. Table 30 presents information on each
focus group in terms on group size, gender and age composition, education level of
participants and location:
Table 30: Focus Group composition
Participants

Gender

Age
group

8

Female

20-42

7

Female

18-35

3

Female

7

Marital status

Education

Location

3 unmarried;
5 married
4 unmarried; 3
married

6 primary;
2 high school
Primary to high
school

32-35

3 married

Illiterate

4-Female
3- Male

30-42

All married

Primary school

4

Female

38-46

All married

Primary school

3

Female

20-25

All married

High school

21

Men

21-35

12 unmarried; 9
married

Mostly High
school; 5
primary school

Joshi Colony, Vande
Market Saba Market
Rampur Nahar
Basti, Udayganj
Community Centre,
Udayganj
Nautalla,
Shahadatganj
Makeshwarpur,
Saba Market
Udayganj,
Community Centre
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Rampur Nahar
Basti, Udayganj

Open-ended interviews with heads of households were implemented in both Lucknow
and Kanpur, Uttar Pradesh, in July 2017. We randomly selected three CTs (two in
Lucknow and one in Kanpur) linked to a slum where residents are the main users. The
following CTs were selected:
Lavkush Nagar kabristan basti in (Lucknow, managed by an NGO);
Purniya 2 crossing ke pass (Lucknow, managed by an NGO);
Faithful Ganj, Samudayik Shauchalay (Kanpur, managed by Uttar Pradesh New
and Renewable Agency).
From these toilets, we randomly selected nine households located in the nearby slum
that do not own a private toilet. More than half of the sample corresponds to female
respondents.
In addition, we conducted open-ended interviews to caretakers from randomly selected
CTs in Lucknow and Kanpur. From a list of pay-to-use CTs, we randomly selected 5 CTs
in Lucknow and 3 CTs in Kanpur. The following CTs were selected:
- Purniya 2 crossing ke pass (Lucknow, managed by an NGO);
- Lavkush Nagar kabristan basti (Lucknow, managed by an NGO);
- Lavkush Nagar basti (Lucknow, managed by an NGO);
- Bilegarad (Lucknow, privately managed);
- Katra paltan tadikhana (Lucknow, managed by District Urban Development
Agency);
- Faithful Ganj, Samudayik Shauchalay (Kanpur, managed by an NGO);
- Faithful Ganj (Kanpur, managed by an NGO);
- Shiv Katra, Sarvajanik Shauchalay (Kanpur, managed by Kanpur Slum Dwellers
Federation SUDA).
Finally, we conducted open-ended interviews with the managers of the most active NGO
for Kanpur and Lucknow area. These interviews were highly relevant due to the large
percentage of CTs managed by this specific NGO in our study area.
The results from FDGs aimed to understand sanitation behaviour, barriers faced and
coping mechanisms adopted by slum dwellers without access to individual household
latrines (IHHLs), particularly disadvantaged females. We find that, although CTs are
largely used by slum dwellers, they have not ended open defecation because of several
barriers that individuals face. Barriers identified mostly mirror those found in our literature
review. Respondents highlighted distance, time spent queuing, location (i.e. close to
market areas receiving strange people outside of community), inadequate maintenance,
fees, female’s safety and structural aspects (i.e. unfit for young children and elderly) as
main barriers. Even within relatively shorts distances from CTs, many households with
no IHHLs were using makeshift toilets connected to open ditches instead of CTs.
All respondents agreed on the necessity to improve CTs to suit their needs. Men
suggested increasing the number of CTs and facilitating a community ownership for its
maintenance. Women focused largely on the infrastructural and maintenance aspect of
the CTs. All the participants belonged to low-income groups; hence, pay per use was not
considered feasible and fair, as they stressed having the natural option of going to the
open. They considered fairer to pay a fixed amount up-front in order to contribute
towards cleaning and maintenance of the CT.
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All respondents agreed on the necessity to improve CTs to suit their needs. Men
suggested increasing the number of CTs and facilitating a community ownership for its
maintenance. Women focused largely on the infrastructural and maintenance aspect of
the CTs. All the participants belonged to low-income groups; hence, pay per use was not
considered feasible and fair, as they stressed having the natural option of going to the
open. They considered fairer to pay a fixed amount up-front in order to contribute
towards cleaning and maintenance of the CT.
The aim of additional open-ended interviews with (potential) users was to dig deeper into
the status-quo knowledge of open defecation risks, challenges that CTs face and
opportunities to increase usage and willingness to pay for CTs. Figure 15 shows a
moment from an interview in Lucknow.
Figure 15: Open-ended interview in Lucknow

Note. The figure shows a moment during the open-ended interview with a slum dweller in Lucknow.

The interviews highlighted (and hence support conclusions from the FGDs) that slum
dwellers have knowledge about the public health risks of open defecation. However,
there is still scope to improve the understanding of the association between causes and
consequences of open defecation and the benefits of using CTs. Also, there is only very
limited understanding of the need and importance of paying fees to ensure adequate
maintenance and cleanliness. Even if slum dwellers understand the risks of inadequate
sanitation behaviour, the benefits offered by using bad quality CTs are not as high as to
outweigh the costs of using them (i.e. monetary and transaction). These results support
the introduction of information dissemination efforts, accompanied by improvements in
the quality of CTs, to guarantee that slum dwellers can make informed decisions related
to their sanitation practices and increase their willingness to pay given the quality of the
service provided.
Interviews with CT managers and care-takers revealed that this low willingness to pay
results in significant challenges to maintain CTs, in most cases leading to low hygienic
and safety standards of the facilities. This in turn leads to lower usage and lower
willingness to pay, meaning that there is a vicious cycle. Without adequate resources to
break this, CT managers and caretakers have little means and incentives to exert effort
in order to improve conditions.
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Given these findings, it was perceived that providing an initial maintenance support and
incentivizing care-takers to maximize pay-to-use usage and to further improve the quality
of service can lead to improvements in the supply side that could further increase usage
and willingness to pay – breaking the vicious cycle and providing revenues that can be
re-invested.
Maintenance needs faced by CTs vary greatly, ranging from deep cleaning (i.e. emptying
septic tanks and unclogging toilets) to infrastructure repairs like water connections, doors
and locks and painting walls. This suggested that improvements in supply side should
not focus on one specific intervention, such as improving the frequency of cleaning (as
suggested in the original research proposal), but need to be addressing the individual
needs of each CT. An increase in usage and thus revenues may be achieved through
informing households about the need to pay fees in exchange of a service and the reinvestment of revenue in different maintenance activities suitable to each CT’s needs.
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Appendix B: Pre-analysis Plan
See attachment “Pre-Analysis Plan: Community toilet use in slums - willingness to pay
and the role of informational and supply side constraints”. The pre-analysis plan has also
been registered with the AEA RCT Registry (AEARCTR-0003087).
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In India, people living in urban slums do
not have equitable access to water and
sanitation, which can have a direct
impact on their health. Since there are
numerous constraints to increasing
access to private toilets, providing public
and community toilets with a nominal
user fee can be a viable solution to
tackle urban sanitation challenges.
Authors of this study examine if
improvements in supply-side issues
related to community toilets and
information campaigns can impact the
users’ willingness to pay, as well as the
overall quality and usage of these toilets
in the cities of Lucknow and Kanpur.
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